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Larger Than Life: Mark Andrews’ Rise To Top NFL Tight End 
 
PRESSBOX | AUG. 17, 2022 | BO SMOLKA 
 
Kelly Cook was tossing a football with Mark Andrews, but something with Andrews seemed off. 
 
“Mark, what’s going on?” asked Cook, then the offensive coordinator and wide receivers coach at Desert Mountain High School in 
Scottsdale, Ariz. Cook was preparing his players, including Andrews, for a 7-on-7 camp before Andrews’ junior season at Desert 
Mountain. 
 
“I’m tired, Coach,” Andrews replied, “I’m just tired. I had three basketball games last night.” 
 
By then, the 6-foot-5 Andrews was starting for one of the top age-group basketball teams in Arizona, and three tournament games on a 
summer night was just part of the grind. 
 
“Let me ask you something,” Cook said as he threw the ball to Andrews. “How many guys that play basketball are 6-6?” 
 
“I don’t know,” Andrews replied, “quite a bit.” 
 
“And how many 6-5 or 6-6 guys do you see out there playing wide receiver on Saturdays or Sundays?” 
 
“Uh, not that many.” 
 
“Exactly,” replied Cook, a former wide receiver at Nebraska. “I’m not saying give up on basketball … but if I were you, I’d probably put 
basketball on the back burner a little more and concentrate on this right now, because this is where your bread could be buttered.” 
 
By the time their little catch-and-chat session ended, Cook said, “the light bulb went on” in Andrews’ mind. 
 
“I had been playing basketball a long time,” Andrews said. “I definitely loved it, and I wanted to put all my energy into it. … I had been 
playing with the top talent in the country for basketball since fifth grade.” 
 
But Andrews said he also recognized, after just a couple of years of football, “It was a little lopsided in terms of how good I was in each 
[sport].” 
 
That fall, for the first time, Andrews channeled his rare physical gifts and ferocious competitive drive toward football, setting him on a 
trajectory that has rarely slowed. Within a year, he had set scholastic receiving records in Arizona and Oklahoma coach Bob Stoops 
was in the Andrews home giving his recruiting pitch. 
 
Andrews went on to become the nation’s top collegiate tight end at Oklahoma, an All-Pro in the NFL and, with a four-year contract 
extension signed in 2021, a face of the Ravens franchise for the foreseeable future. He’s done all that while living with Type 1 diabetes, 
which has made him an inspiration to children nationwide. 
 
“He thinks he is going to be the best at whatever he does,” said Jack Andrews, the older of Mark’s two brothers, “and he just doesn’t 
accept anything else.” 
 
Success Runs In The Family 
 
Based on family history, Andrews was bound to be a success story. 
 
Andrews’ father, Paul, is a urologist, and Jack is a urologic oncology fellow in Houston. Andrews’ sister, Annie, is a dentist, and his 
other brother, Charlie, works with their mother, Martha, for a successful Arizona real-estate business. 
 
“If you want to be in that family, you better show up,” said Tony Tabor, Mark’s high school football coach, with a laugh. “There’s not a 
bad one in the bunch.” 
 
Andrews had no football experience when he arrived at Desert Mountain, but Tabor saw the freshman dunk a basketball and thought, 
“Yeah, I think we can probably find something for him to do.” 
 
Andrews had spent his younger years playing soccer, but the big, dominant player was subject to cheap shots from opposing players. 
One day, Martha recalled, Andrews returned the favor — and was ejected from a game. 
 
“That’s it,” Andrews told his mom. “I’m done. We’re going into football.” 
 
By then, Mark had sprouted to 6-foot-4, and Jack recalls coming home from college and going to the back yard to box with Mark, using 
some gloves their father had bought them. 
 
“I remember he popped me in the face and knocked me down,” Jack recalled, “and I was like, ‘Well I’m not boxing him anymore.’ He’s 
in middle school and I’m in college. I come back and he’s dunking in the back yard. 
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“That was the first time I realized, ‘Wow, he’s a big man,'” Jack continued. “He’s just different. He definitely has a killer instinct. I think all 
of us are super competitive, and we all want to do really well, but Mark has this killer instinct. … He’s got that badass vibe where he’s 
ready to go at any time.” 
 
Andrews topped 1,000 yards as a sophomore receiver at Desert Mountain, then had 81 catches for 1,494 yards and 21 touchdowns as 
a junior, catching passes from future NFL quarterback Kyle Allen. The former soccer player also served as the punter and kicker. 
 
“Mark could have been an NFL kicker,” Tabor said. “If Mark wanted to play a defensive end type position, he could have done it. He 
was that athletic.” 
 
With that size and those gaudy statistics, the scholarship offers poured in. Oklahoma always had the inside track; Andrews’ grandfather 
had attended the school, his father had been a huge Sooners fan, and his brother was in medical school there. The Andrews family 
even had a dog named Boomer. 
 
When Stoops came for his recruiting visit, Martha showed him a photo of one of Mark’s soccer teams when he was a boy, but Stoops 
couldn’t pick out Mark. On the day that picture was taken, Andrews had switched to goalkeeper after scoring too many goals against an 
overmatched opponent. That big guy on the end of Row 2 in the red shirt? Stoops thought he was the coach. 
 
Playing Through Diabetes 
 
Martha Andrews had the usual maternal reservations about sending her youngest son to college, but in this case there was another 
massive consideration: At age 9, Mark had been diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, a condition in which the pancreas doesn’t make 
insulin. Martha called it “a learning process for all of us” as she and her husband tried to let Mark live as normal a childhood as 
possible. Mark continued to play sports, but he received shots of insulin and had his glucose levels tested 10 to 20 times a day, his 
parents constantly on alert for dangerous deviations. 
 
Sitting in the stands at a high school game could be “scary,” Martha said. “If Mark dropped a couple of balls, we knew his [blood-sugar] 
numbers were off. That just wasn’t him.” Martha would quickly make her way to the sideline and tell the trainer, “He needs to test.” 
 
When Andrews first arrived at Oklahoma, Martha met with the coaches and medical staff to discuss his situation, and she insisted that 
Andrews have a roommate who could be dependable in a crisis. All of that came to bear on Sept. 25, 2014, when Andrews was serving 
a redshirt season. 
 
During the Sooners’ bye week, they held a Thursday morning practice, a departure from routine that potentially could be problematic for 
a Type 1 diabetic. After practice, Andrews’ suitemate, long snapper Wesley Horky, called out to Andrews to see if he wanted to get 
lunch. Getting no answer, Horky figured Andrews might have dozed off, so after a few minutes, he went into Andrews’ room in 
Headington Hall. 
 
“I walked in there and he was unresponsive, just staring at the ceiling,” Horky recalled. “I had never seen anything like that. … I went up 
to him and shook him, like, ‘Hey, dude, what’s going on?’ And he doesn’t say anything. 
 
“On our first day on campus, Martha had given me her number, and a laundry list of contact information in case something like this 
comes up,” he continued. 
 
A thousand miles away, Martha Andrews was in a Walmart parking lot when her phone rang. Horky was on the other end. 
 
“I could hear the panic in his voice,” she recalled. 
 
“I said, ‘Can you go across the hall to get one of the boys to help you?’ And he said, ‘I’m not leaving Mark.'” 
 
Martha surmised that Andrews was hypoglycemic, his body reacting to a dangerously low blood-sugar level. She told Horky to try to get 
Andrews to eat one of his fruit chews to get some sugar into his system. She told Horky to hang up and call 911, and Martha called the 
Oklahoma training staff. 
 
The next 10 minutes “felt like forever,” Horky said, but soon he could hear sirens. As many as 10 paramedics and athletic trainers 
flooded the room, and between the fruit chews and the paramedic care, Andrews gradually stabilized. 
 
Horky said he had no prior experience with Type 1 diabetes care, and almost sheepishly said, “I don’t know why they picked me as the 
intelligent, responsible [roommate], but that kind of worked out.” 
 
“Maybe,” he added with a chuckle, “it goes with being a long snapper.” 
 
To Martha Andrews, this was yet one more win for the Oklahoma coaching staff. 
 
“I told them I needed [them] to have some real thought about who his roommate was going to be,” she said. “I was very specific, and 
they listened to me. It was huge.” 
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That was the last such episode for Andrews, but he has stressed that Type 1 diabetes is a 24/7 opponent. These days, Andrews always 
wears a Dexcom continuous glucose monitor that can be tracked via app by the Ravens’ medical staff, his agents and yes, his mother. 
He normally wears a pump that delivers insulin, though he disconnects it and leaves it on the sideline during games. 
 
Andrews is one of eight current NFL players with Type 1 diabetes, according to Kenya Felton of the Juvenile Diabetes Research 
Foundation, and Andrews has become a major supporter of the JDRF. He donated Pro Bowl bonus money to the organization, and the 
JDRF has been Andrews’ chosen charity in the NFL’s “My Cause, My Cleats” campaign. Families living with Type 1 diabetes 
sometimes seek out Andrews at road games. 
 
Third-Round Steal 
 
Andrews’ diabetes could have been a medical red flag for some NFL teams, but scouts had other concerns as well, even though 
Andrews had won the John Mackey Award as the nation’s top tight end in 2017, his redshirt junior season. (Oklahoma had moved him 
from wide receiver early in his freshman year.) He totaled 62 catches for 958 yards and eight touchdowns in his Mackey Award-winning 
season, then declared for the draft. 
 
On Andrews’ official NFL draft profile, an anonymous AFC scout questioned his blocking ability and described him as “a great big slot 
receiver” and “average athlete” with a Day 3 draft grade. 
 
Andrews didn’t have to wait until Day 3 to hear his name called, but his selection in the third round hardly generated headlines among 
Ravens fans; they were still buzzing about the team jumping back into the first round to draft Louisville quarterback Lamar Jackson the 
night before. 
 
In fact, Andrews wasn’t even the first tight end taken by the Ravens that year. That honor went to Hayden Hurst, picked seven spots 
before Jackson. Three tight ends — Hurst, Mike Gesicki (No. 42) and Dallas Goedert (No. 49) — went off the board before Andrews. 
 
If he was bitter about lasting until late in the third round, Andrews never showed it. He said he felt fortunate to be drafted by an 
organization that “always had a history of loving their tight ends” — understandable since the guy making the draft calls all those years 
was general manager and Hall of Fame tight end Ozzie Newsome. (His last draft class as GM included Andrews.) 
 
Andrews acknowledged at rookie minicamp in 2018 that his blocking would need to improve, and Indianapolis Colts safety George 
Odum learned in 2020 just how far it had come. Andrews lined up on the left side and drove Odum into the end zone and straight into 
the turf, giving Jackson a free lane for a 9-yard touchdown run. 
 
Offensive coordinator Greg Roman said Andrews’ perimeter blocking “has been very dominant at times, which has sprung a lot of big 
plays. … If you can’t block out there, you can’t really run those plays.” 
 
Roman also noted that Andrews’ body has changed in his four NFL seasons. 
 
The 6-foot-5, 256-pound Andrews “looks like a completely different athlete” from when he was drafted, Roman said. He’s chiseled. He’s 
rocked up.” 
 
Catching the ball, though, is, in Kelly Cook’s words, where Andrews’ bread is buttered. 
 
From their first rookie training camp together, Andrews and Jackson displayed the on-field chemistry that offensive coordinators dream 
about. 
 
By the end of the 2018 season, Jackson had supplanted Joe Flacco as the team’s starting quarterback, and Andrews had supplanted 
Hurst as the Ravens’ top rookie tight end. Andrews led all NFL rookie tight ends with 552 receiving yards. 
 
That set the stage for a 2019 season in which Jackson won the league MVP award and Andrews earned his first Pro Bowl appearance 
with 64 catches for 852 yards and 10 touchdowns, leading the team in all three categories. 
 
Andrews consistently got open in the areas of the field where Jackson was most comfortable throwing the ball, and if a play broke 
down, Jackson and Andrews improvised in ways that Jackson likened to “street ball.” 
 
Before last season, on Andrews’ 26th birthday, the team signed him to a four-year, $56 million extension, reiterating owner Steve 
Bisciotti’s stated goal to invest in “ascending players.” 
 
Andrews responded with a career year, even as the injury-decimated team sputtered to an 8-9 record. Despite Jackson missing five 
games, Andrews set franchise records for catches (107) and receiving yards (1,361). He caught nine touchdown passes and earned his 
first All-Pro honor. 
 
As the Ravens look to return to the postseason, Andrews figures to be leading the charge, if not overtly then by example. Many highly 
paid veterans opt out of OTA activities. Andrews isn’t one of them. 
 
“I love football. I love this place. I love this organization,” he said in May after reporting for voluntary workouts. “It means a lot to me, just 
getting back and getting better.” 
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Many veterans will take a day or two off during the grueling heat of training camp. Andrews isn’t one of them. He hardly ever takes a 
rep off, and during breaks, he often reviews plays on a device on the sideline. 
 
“His competitive nature is so impressive to me,” tight end Nick Boyle said. “He’s always out there wanting to compete. … If one play 
doesn’t go right, he gets fired up, or if he makes a great play, he gets fired up. That stuff is kind of contagious.” 
 
After signing his life-changing contract extension, Andrews stressed that, “I never started playing football for the money. That’s never 
what it’s been about.” 
 
He has repeatedly made clear, from Day One with the Ravens, what it is about: 
 
“The goal is to win the Super Bowl,” he said, “and after that, it’s to win more.” 
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Calais Campbell Came Back To Chase A Super Bowl  
BALTIMORERAVENS.COM | JUNE 15, 2022 | CLIFF BROWN 

For Calais Campbell, the long chase for a Super Bowl ring continues. 
 
It almost happened for Campbell in 2008 as rookie with the Cardinals, but they lost a 27-23 heartbreaker to the Pittsburgh Steelers in 
Super Bowl XLIII. 
 
Campbell walked off that field 14 years ago certain he'd get another shot to play in football's penultimate game. But he's never been 
back to the Super Bowl, leaving Campbell with one chapter he wants to write before he closes the book on his potential Hall of Fame 
career. 
 
Campbell announced his decision that he was going to keep playing while serving as a broadcaster during Super Bowl LVI. A couple 
days before that, he had texted Ravens General Manager Eric DeCosta telling him he wanted to come back. 
 
"I want to be a champion," Campbell said. "And I think that's a big reason why I feel like Baltimore brought me back. I think we have 
unfinished business. This team and where we're at, I think we were so close, even though we didn't make the playoffs last year. But if 
you really watch this team and see how we fought and how we competed, this team is on the cusp of something great, and I just can't 
wait to go back to battle with my guys." 
 
One of the NFL's most revered players, Campbell is back at mandatory minicamp after re-signing with the Ravens on a two-year deal 
this offseason. Though the veteran defensive lineman contemplated retirement, it sounds like Campbell was always leaning toward 
coming back, and Baltimore was where he wanted to be. 
 
"I think it's just smart to always weigh your options and take your time, but I knew when I was making a decision that Baltimore was a 
great place for me," Campbell said. "This organization and what it represents, who they are, it fits right in line with who I am." 
 
Campbell remains an important part of Baltimore's defensive line that is still taking shape. Veteran defensive end Derek Wolfe was 
waived Tuesday after reaching an injury settlement and defensive tackle Michael Pierce was not at camp due to a "personal matter." 
The Ravens feel good about their young defensive line group that includes Justin Madubuike, Broderick Washington and third-round 
pick Travis Jones, but Campbell's presence remains a key ingredient. 
 
Campbell played more defensive snaps (617) than any Ravens lineman last season and was Baltimore's highest-graded defensive 
player by Pro Football Focus. He will turn 36 years old in September, but Campbell isn't playing like it, a proud warrior chasing 
greatness to the end. 
 
The former NFL Walter Payton Man of the Year has a presence that resonates in the locker room, adding to his value. When players 
like Madubuike, Washington and Jones want to know how to train, practice or study, they can look no further than Campbell's locker. 
 
"It's massively valuable, because those guys look up to him," Head Coach John Harbaugh said. "These young guys grew up watching 
Calais Campbell and all these other veteran guys. These are the guys that they watched when they were in high school or even junior 
high, in some cases – dare we say elementary school, in Calais' case." 
 
The offseason and mandatory minicamps can become a grind for players who reach Campbell's age, but he clearly hasn't lost his 
passion for the game. As usual, he was one of the loudest players on the practice field Tuesday and the smile on his face reflected how 
happy he was to be back with his teammates after he did not participate in voluntary OTAs. 
 
Almost every player that Campbell lines up against is younger than him now, but the joy he gets from each practice or game never 
wanes. That joyful approach is one of Campbell's keys to success, and it's something he's always had. 
 
"God just gave me a pure love for the game," Campbell said. "Ever since I was a kid, I loved football. People always ask me all the 
time, 'Why not play basketball?' I was like, 'Basketball wasn't even a thought.' I was really good at it, but it was always football since I 
could remember. I started playing football at 6 [years old], and I had to beg my dad to play. It wasn't like he signed me up; I begged him 
to play. So, it's always been football." 
 
Even at this stage of his career, Campbell constantly strives to get better. He attended the recent pass rush summit in Las Vegas 
hosted by Von Miller of the Buffalo Bills, where some of the game's top defensive players shared their techniques. 
 
"I've been going to that for a few years, and it seems like each year it gets a little bit better," Campbell said. "I think it's always cool to 
get the best in the game together to be able to pick each other's brains. It's weird that I learned new things, just because I've been 
doing it for so long – stuff that I've never heard, at least." 
 
The hard work that Campbell puts in during the offseason has always paid off. But this season, he wants to achieve his ultimate team 
goal, winning a Super Bowl with a team that he believes has championship pedigree. 
 
"I feel like it's going to be a challenge, it's going to be hard, but I feel like we have great potential for it," Campbell said. "Hopefully it 
comes to fruition. We'll see."  
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How Finally Slowing Down Helped J.K. Dobbins Speed Up 
 
BALTIMORERAVENS.COM | DEC. 29, 2022 | CLIFF BROWN 
 
In his first game following arthroscopic knee surgery, J.K. Dobbins rushed for 120 yards against the Steelers on Dec. 11, but still wasn't 
satisfied. 
 
Dobbins kept thinking about a 44-yard run in the first quarter when he broke into the clear, but was caught from behind by Steelers safety 
Minkah Fitzpatrick. 
 
Two years ago, Dobbins said he would've taken that run to the house. 
 
"On a run like that, I'm usually gone," Dobbins said on "The Lounge Podcast". "You've seen it." 
 
That's the explosiveness Dobbins is still chasing, and he's getting closer to it as the Ravens prepare for a rematch against Pittsburgh on 
Sunday Night Football. The return of Dobbins, who has averaged 101.3 yards per game over the last three games, has added an undeniable 
spark to Baltimore's running attack. With Dobbins and Gus Edwards back in the lineup, operating behind an offensive line that's one of the best 
in the NFL, Baltimore has a running game that is gashing opponents. 
 
However, Dobbins has gone through hell since his devastating knee injury in the 2021 preseason. In addition to losing a year of football, 
months of grueling rehab took Dobbins to dark places mentally. He remembers when he couldn't lift his leg following surgery. Weeks later, he 
was still walking with a cane, taking showers while sitting in a chair, unable to stand up or bend his leg. 
 
Even when Dobbins returned in Week 3 against the Patriots, he didn't have much explosiveness. In his first four games this year, he averaged 
just 3.5 yards per carry, and more doubt began to creep in. 
 
"Am I ever going to be good again?" Dobbins said. "Is this the new me? Am I going to be bad? Am I done?" 
 
At that point, Dobbins decided to have another knee procedure in October to alleviate some of the scar tissue and improve his range of motion. 
It was a tough decision, because more surgery would mean more missed playing time. However, Dobbins felt strongly that he was making the 
right choice. 
 
"I got woken up out of my sleep by God to tell me to do that," Dobbins said. "First game back, I go for 120. It was the right decision. 
 
"A lot of people didn't want me to sit out. A lot of people weren't informed on it, thought it would be bad for me. I stuck with it. I had to. I wasn't 
myself mentally. My personality wasn't the same. Cause I just wasn't me. It was a tough time, because I knew my knee wasn't right." 
 
Now Dobbins feels like himself, and it's showing. Even without all his explosiveness, Dobbins' vision, patience, quickness and ability to set up 
blocks makes him a special back. He's running with speed and power, breaking tackles and making people miss. 
 
"Before the scope, I was like 70%," Dobbins said. "Now I'm probably in the 90's. I've just got to get that last little bit, which comes with time and 
strengthening." 
 
The Steelers remember what Dobbins did in Week 14, so containing Baltimore's run game will be high Pittsburgh's priority list. Watching 
Baltimore rush for 215 yards at Pittsburgh in Week 14 didn't sit well with Head Coach Mike Tomlin. 
 
"That was a fork in the road, if you will, for our run defense," Tomlin said via the Steelers' website. "More than anything, I thought we had a bad 
day. I think our run defense has been really solid over the second half of the year. It wasn't reflected in our play that day. There's nothing we 
can do about that. That tape's in the can." 
 
Dobbins wants to give Tomlin more headaches on Sunday night, with the Ravens (10-5) hoping trying to capture the AFC North by winning 
their last two games. When Dobbins can't play football, he drives people close to him crazy. But he has an insatiable desire to be great, and 
now that's he back on the field, he's running toward daylight. 
 
"I hate sitting out," Dobbins said. "Sometimes my passion can be seen as something harmful. But it's just me. I can't fix my passion. I just love 
playing the game." 
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Cover Story: How Lamar Jackson Keeps Raising His Game And Adding 
To His Bandwagon 
Through three games this season, Lamar Jackson has taken his game to places that have sparked talk about him winning 
another MVP. 
 
BALTIMORERAVENS.COM | SEPT. 30, 2022 | CLIFF BROWN 
 
As he watched Lamar Jackson pick apart the Patriots in Week 3, Mike Mayock was fascinated. 
 
The former general manager of the Raiders meticulously breaks down NFL game tape every week. To Mayock, Jackson's passing has 
never been more precise, while his comfort level in the pocket and pre-snap recognition have moved to a different level. 
 
As the Ravens prepare to face the Bills on Sunday, Jackson is off to the best start of his career, leading the NFL in touchdown passes 
(10) and quarterback rating (119) while Baltimore leads the NFL in scoring. By the way, he's also tied for fifth in the league in rushing. 
 
However, Mayock has been on the Lamar bandwagon for years. As a draft analyst with NFL Network in 2018, Mayock pounded the 
table before the draft that the Ravens should select Jackson. 
 
Mayock wanted the Ravens to take Jackson at No. 16, but they made two draft-day trades and still got Jackson at No. 32. The rest, as 
they say, is history. Heading into Sunday's game against the Bills, Jackson and Buffalo quarterback Josh Allen are the early 
frontrunners for MVP. Jackson has already won the award in 2019, but the 2022 version of Jackson is one that Mayock likes even 
better. 
 
"You look at those touchdown throws he made against New England, and they were into tight windows," Mayock said. "He gave Mark 
Andrews a shot to make a play. The throw to (Devin) Duvernay was against tight coverage. I love the throw to Josh Oliver – a crossing 
route that he put on the back shoulder so he didn't run into a linebacker. 
 
"People don't talk about that kind of stuff, but to me that's growth. Because he's athletic and tough and can run, that gets all the 
publicity. But he's developing in the pocket, a quicker release than people want to give him credit for. And now, more often, he's 
extending plays in the pocket to throw, not run, looking downfield. There's a lot of cool stuff going on with Lamar." 
 
Always a Fast Learner 
 
Watching Jackson add elements to his game looks familiar to Bobby Petrino, Jackson's college head coach at Louisville. To Petrino, 
the notion that Jackson could not become an elite passer in the NFL was always narrow-minded. 
 
"I've always thought people underestimated how well he could throw the ball because of how well he can run," said Petrino, now head 
coach at Missouri State. "When I had him at Louisville, I always thought if this guy couldn't run a lick, he would still have a chance to 
win the Heisman Trophy." 
 
Jackson won the starting job as a true freshman in 2015 and led Louisville to a bowl game, but he wasn't satisfied after the season. 
Louisville relied on Jackson's running and arm strength to propel their offense, but Jackson knew he had work to do. 
 
"His verbiage was, 'I want to be a real quarterback,'" Petrino said. 
 
Louisville's coaching staff put Jackson through intense mornings of mental reps, and Jackson embraced the studying. How quickly 
Jackson could conceptualize plays and analyze how defenses could be attacked impressed Petrino. 
 
"He was in every morning at 6 a.m., watching the install tapes, learning the entire offense," Petrino said. "The next year was his 
Heisman year. 
 
"He can picture things in his mind. I've always felt that was something great quarterbacks have to do. You have to see it. Then you can 
take mind reps when you're driving down the street. Lamar can do that. He has a good sense of concepts. He can just picture things in 
his mind." 
 
Petrino chuckled when asked if he ever envisioned Jackson playing another position when he recruited him. 
 
"No, some other schools were talking to him about playing him at wide receiver, but for us it was always quarterback," Petrino said. "I 
mean, his skills and potential as a quarterback were so obviously off the charts. But one day I asked him at practice, 'Maybe we should 
have you go back and return some punts.' He didn't like that. His mom wasn't into it either." 
 
Chemistry and Pinpoint Passes 
 
Jackson's ability to take his talent from the classroom to the field has been evident this season. It's been a collaborative effort between 
the coaching staff, Jackson and his teammates, but the franchise quarterback is homing in on the details. 
 
The offseason throwing Jackson did with his receivers has them stay on the same page, reading things the same way. If there's a 
communication breakdown at practice or in games, Jackson is quick to figure out what went wrong. 
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"We talk amongst each other a lot, especially in practice," Jackson said. "Say we have a missed assignment, no chemistry on a certain 
route, we talk about it right after. We go look at the film, look at the [tablet] and talk about it right after, and I tell them where I'm going to 
put the ball if I see 'this coverage' or 'how this DB [defensive back] might play,' and we just go from there." 
 
Jackson's throwing accuracy has made it easier for his targets to make catches and do more damage after making the catch. The slant 
pattern that Rashod Bateman took to the house for a 75-yard touchdown was a product of Bateman's speed and Jackson's pinpoint 
throw that allowed Bateman to catch the ball without breaking stride. 
 
"Lamar's proving to everybody what kind of thrower he is," Bateman said. "That pass he threw to me was a dime. He just allowed me to 
take off with it. 
 
"The only thing Lamar seems to be focused on right now is football. He's just being a leader. I don't see anything bothering him." 
 
Beating the Blitz 
 
How Jackson responded to Miami's blitz and Week 2 (three touchdown passes, 318 yards passing, 119 yards rushing) after struggling 
against blitz pressure last season was more evidence of his growth. He's also playing with a poise that seems unflappable. 
 
When the Ravens started slowly in Week 1 against the Jets, held to just three points until late in the first half, Jackson stayed cool. 
Offensive Coordinator Greg Roman was impressed with Jackson' patience, and he eventually threw for three touchdown passes in 
Baltimore's 24-9 victory. 
 
"I love it," Roman said. "You've got to be cold-blooded in this game. Now when Lamar gets fired up, he can go. But is that sustainable 
for 17 games, the playoffs? You have to have a way of operating that's sustainable, and I think he's really growing into that 
 
"I also think the game's slowing down for him. I think he trusts his offensive line. He's a wise man, and wise men learn from experience. 
I think it's a natural evolution for him, his maturity at the position. There's room for more growth and experience, but he's showing a lot 
of adaptability which is exciting, because we can move forward and go in different directions, do different stuff, experiment with different 
things." 
 
He Won't Stop Chasing Greatness 
 
Jackson is still only 25 years old, younger than most quarterbacks are when they reach their prime. However, football is a violent sport, 
and some have always believed Jackson is more susceptible to injury as a quarterback who runs more than most, although he never 
missed a game due to injury until last season. 
 
Both Petrino and Mayock believe Jackson will likely run less as he gets older, yet will remain a top quarterback. 
 
"I think every offensive coordinator I've ever talked to says that if you continue to call planned runs, you'll eventually beat up your 
quarterback, you'll lose him for games, and eventually you'll lose him for seasons," Mayock said. "That's why his development from the 
pocket is so crucial. You don't see him taking a lot of big hits in the pocket. He's getting a better feel for when he should hang in, and 
when he should get out. 
 
"What's Lamar going to be at age 35? As he continues to development as a pocket quarterback, I think the longer and more successful 
his career will be. Sooner or later, you've got to win from the pocket." 
 
Petrino said Jackson's ability to avoid impact collisions is a key to his success. 
 
"I can understand why people talk about longevity, simply because of what the NFL has been like in the past," Petrino said. "But in the 
three years I had Lamar, I never saw him take a big hit. He's got this sixth sense where he can get out of the way, get down on the 
ground. He rarely takes big hits. The skill he has allows him to slip the big collisions." 
 
Each week in the NFL is a new challenge, and Jackson is focusing on the big picture. He agrees he has taken more command of every 
facet of playing quarterback, which has become easier as he has gained experience. 
 
"Just a lot of studying, a lot of work out here on the field – and it's translating over to games," Jackson said. "So, that's pretty much it. I 
feel comfortable, though." 
 
But when asked if he has ever played football better than he is now, Jackson was reticent to compare. 
 
"I don't know," Jackson said. "It's too early. It's only three games in." 
 
Critics Are Being Silenced 
 
The media will use Sunday's game as another measuring stick between Jackson and Allen, but both have silenced many critics. They 
are great athletes who are great quarterbacks. 
 
Some of the takes on Jackson from his rookie season sound almost silly, like in 2018 when Colin Cowherd of FOX Sports said Jackson 
was "over-drafted, a project not a prospect." 
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Give Cowherd credit for backtracking in 2021, saying that he was "very wrong" about Jackson. 
 
"Lamar Jackson, I didn't really get it," Cowherd said. "Lamar Jackson's really good. He not only can get you to a Super Bowl, hell, 
maybe he should be a favorite. The best word I would use to describe Lamar Jackson is electric." 
 
That energy Jackson brings to every game will be plugged in on Sunday. It's hard not to be excited about Jackson and Allen sharing 
the field on Sunday, with both young quarterbacks playing lights out. 
 
While most of the pre-game hype has surrounded their matchup, Jackson acts the same every week, another trait that his teammates 
love. The talk about Jackson's contract negotiations during the offseason has shifted to how well he's playing. Those who know 
Jackson well aren't surprised that he keeps pushing himself to be better and has found ways to make it happen. 
 
"That's why he's so special," Petrino said. "He makes every person around him better because of his personality. His love of practice. I 
never really saw Lamar have a bad day. He always had a smile on his face, he'd sprint all the way to the end zone every time he had 
the ball. His enthusiasm, his passion, his love for the game made everybody else better. 
 
"I'm just really happy that he's going out there and proving all the critics wrong. He's the most lovable young man I've ever coached." 
 
Jackson says he will continue handling praise and criticism the same way. He's not worried about his bandwagon and who joins, or who 
jumps off. He's too busy balling. 
 
"I don't feed into it; I play ball – that's all. I don't feed into it, because they were just saying what they were saying. I'm still hungry about 
that, since the beginning of the season." 
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Cover Story: Tyler Linderbaum Prepares To Conquer Next  
Big Challenge 
Tyler Linderbaum has triumphed over bigger guys his entire life, and enters the NFL determined to excel and quiet any 
concern about his size. 
 
BALTIMORERAVENS.COM | AUG. 26, 2022 | CLIFF BROWN 
 
Tyler Linderbaum loves knocking down big challenges. 
 
The top center in this year's draft is expected to solidify the starting center position for the Ravens as a rookie and for years to come. 
 
The Ravens had never drafted a center in the first round until they traded up and called Linderbaum's name with the 25th-overall pick. 
They are banking on him to excel in the trenches as a rookie, even after he missed valuable weeks of practice during training camp with 
a foot injury. Linderbaum, who returned to practice Aug. 19 and has steadily increased his activity, participated in team drills Thursday. 
 
Linderbaum plans to have a long run as the Ravens' starting center, yet he knows some people wonder if his size will prevent him from 
becoming the dominant player he was in college. He was the smallest offensive lineman in the 2022 NFL Draft, measuring at 6-foot-2, 
296 pounds with arms that are 31 1/8 inches long – more than an inch shorter than the average NFL center. 
 
He's the Ravens' lightest and shortest offensive lineman, easy to spot when the massive offensive line group takes the field for practice. 
Yet, Linderbaum couldn't care less. It's another obstacle he plans to knock down. 
 
"There's always going to be doubters," Linderbaum said. "But I listen to people I trust, the people I want to surround myself with. Those 
are the opinions that will matter. At the end of the day, I know I'm going to give everything I can to this team. I couldn't ask for a better 
situation." 
 
A Bulldog Mentality 
 
Ask Tristan Wirfs, the Buccaneers' All-Pro right tackle, if Linderbaum is too small. 
 
Wirfs and Linderbaum squared off in a heavyweight match that people in Linderbaum's hometown of Solon, Iowa still talk about. Wirfs 
was already a man-child in 12th grade, a physical specimen who was a five-star recruit headed for Iowa. Linderbaum was a good 
wrestler, but he had never beaten Wirfs while wrestling against him for three years. 
 
They met for the final time in their 12th grade regional match, with a birth in the state tournament on the line. Wirfs was the heavy 
favorite, but Linderbaum didn't care. When Wirfs tried to throw Linderbaum late in the match, Linderbaum was ready. He made a quick 
countermove and pinned Wirfs with six seconds left to win the match. 
 
The gym went crazy and Linderbaum let out a guttural scream, perhaps as animated as you will ever see him. 
 
Why did Linderbaum believe he could beat Wirfs when others didn't? 
 
"That's a good question," Linderbaum said. 
 
“I know that every time I lost to him, the bad taste in my mouth got worse. That’s how it always is. When I lose at anything, I 
can’t stand the taste.” 
 
As a toddler, Linderbaum wouldn't back down from anyone. His brother Logan is 3½ years older, but when he played sports, he couldn't 
keep his kid brother out of the action with older kids. 
 
 
"I wanted to be like Logan, and I wanted to beat him," Linderbaum said. 
 
Logan and his friends showed no mercy, and Tyler showed no quit. Knock him down, he'd get back up. Sometimes the Logan-Tyler 
battles continued at home and their father had to intervene. 
 
"Let's just say there were times when you felt the house shake," said Todd Linderbaum, Tyler's father. "They cared for each other, but I 
would say it was pretty intense." 
 
An Iowa Legend 
 
That intensity helped Linderbaum become a legend in his hometown of Solon, population 3,018. He was a unanimous All-American at 
Iowa, winner of the Rimington Trophy – fulfilling his dream of playing college football at Iowa after growing up 15 miles from campus. 
 
Along with his athletic accomplishments, Linderbaum was known for his good deeds. He is Solon's favorite son, the smalltown kid with 
the big heart. Last December, he used his college NIL revenue to donate $30,000 to the Iowa Stead Family Children's Hospital. 
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"I really don't remember where the idea to make the donation to the hospital came from," Linderbaum said. "But I knew I wanted to give 
back." 
Linderbaum began at Iowa as a defensive tackle, but he switched to center after his freshman year. Iowa Offensive Coordinator Brian 
Ferentz, son of Iowa head coach and former Ravens offensive line coach Kirk Ferentz, thought playing center would bring out 
Linderbaum's best. 
 
"He would have been a really good defensive lineman, but I don't know if he would've been a first-round draft pick," Brian Ferentz said. 
"Part of what makes Tyler special is his makeup. He's going to make other guys better. And he's going to make your offensive line 
tougher." 
 
Linderbaum originally didn't want to switch from defensive line to center. But once he made the move, he attacked it. 
 
"I had no idea what I was doing at center at first," Linderbaum said. "I played there in high school, but at the college level it's different. I 
really had to work at it. That offseason, there weren't many days when I didn't snap the ball." 
 
Linderbaum became an athletic bulldozer nimble enough to throw two or three blocks on the same play. He has traits similar to Jason 
Kelce of the Eagles, (6-foot-3, 295 pounds), who has used his quickness, smarts, and technique to become a six-time Pro Bowler. 
 
While mild-mannered off the field, Linderbaum is a tiger in competition. During the Holiday Bowl in 2019 against USC, Ferentz called 
three consecutive quarterback sneaks against the Trojans from the 11-yard line. Why? Because Ferentz because wanted to watch 
Linderbaum dominate the defensive tackle in front of him. 
 
"That's probably why some people don't like me as a play-caller," Ferentz said, laughing. "The game was going in a way where I 
wanted to keep our defense off the field. When we got down to the 11, I figured we could punch it in from there. We got down to the 1-
yard line on three sneaks, then ran off tackle for the score. Tyler was right in the middle of all of that. On the second sneak, he took a 
guy like eight yards downfield and deposited him." 
 
Linderbaum was a team captain at Iowa who was revered by teammates. He must be prodded to talk about his accomplishments, and 
his father says his son has always been someone who does things without boasting. 
 
"When you meet him for the first time, you'll get a read on him that he's pretty genuine," Todd Linderbaum said. "Someone who cares a 
lot about people." 
 
Linderbaum had another year of eligibility remaining at Iowa, and he wrestled with his decision to declare for the draft. Ferentz thinks 
Linderbaum made the right decision, but the Hawkeyes already miss his presence. 
 
"When he told us he was leaving I was so happy for him, but we were in my office with tears in our eyes," Ferentz said. "One of the 
toughest things about the draft process is, when you're a great college player everyone says you're great. But as soon as you enter the 
draft, it's the NFL's job to find anything that's wrong with you and the media follows suit. 
 
“Nobody was saying Tyler is too small until the pre-draft process. Nobody will be saying it two years from now.” 
 
Blossoming in Baltimore 
 
Linderbaum plans to reward the Ravens for having faith in him. His personality is similar to the Ravens' last offensive lineman from 
Iowa, Marshal Yanda, an eight-time Pro Bowler and potential future Hall of Famer. Yanda gave his all and gave opponents hell. 
Linderbaum plans on doing the same. 
 
"I just hate being physically dominated, and I hate to lose," Linderbaum said. "That's the thing I liked about wrestling in high school. You 
had nobody else out there except the guy you're going against. Either you get the job done, or you don't. If you get your butt whipped, 
everyone's going to know you got your butt whipped." 
 
Delivering in big moments was part of Linderbaum's DNA at Iowa. The bigger the game, the better he usually played. When he faced 
the top defensive linemen, his game went to another level. 
 
Already, Linderbaum has shown how quickly he learns. At the start of rookie camp, Offensive Coordinator Greg Roman introduced 
Linderbaum to the Ravens' entire playbook and expected him to master it pronto. Roman said he wanted Linderbaum "to be laying in 
bed shaking every night, worried about the next thing." 
 
Roman is impressed with how quickly Linderbaum accepted the responsibility of being thrust into a starting role on a team with Super 
Bowl aspirations. 
 
"We've thrown as much at him as possible, put him in there as the starting center from Day 1," Roman said. 
 
“We really tried to shock him mentally in the spring. Now we’re taking more of a step-by-step building process with him. 
Things are settling down for him. He’s really handled it well.” 
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Linderbaum has quickly earned respect from his teammates. During mandatory minicamp when Lamar Jackson threw a pass that was 
intercepted by Daelin Hayes, one offensive lineman gave hot pursuit as Hayes was returning the interception toward the end zone. It 
was Linderbaum. Jackson noticed, and when asked about that play, he smiled. 
"My center, Tyler, was getting after it," Jackson said. "He was running him down. He's fast as heck for a center. He's a football player." 
 
Overcoming Size With Leverage 
 
Linderbaum won't have the physical advantage over NFL tackles that he had over most college tackles. He has already gotten a taste 
of that during training camp, battling with Ravens 345-pound defensive tackle Michael Pierce. On some reps, Pierce has been an 
immovable object for Linderbaum, but he is enjoying their battles. 
 
"I don't think I've seen anyone like him, to be honest," Linderbaum said. "He's a great player, but I'm in the NFL now, so you're going to 
see a lot of players just like him, at his skill level, so I'm looking forward to it." 
 
“Just because you’re a smaller guy doesn’t mean you can’t play, or you can’t hold up against people,” Pierce said. “This game is 
leverage, this game is really just want-to.” 
So how will Linderbaum win week to week against the NFL's most powerful defensive linemen? With technique and smarts. 
 
"The game of football is all about leverage," Roman said. "Every scheme, every one-on-one battle, comes down to leverage. He's got 
good leverage, he's just got to use it. He's got to play with his cleats on the ground. He's got to play low, try to get up underneath 
people. You saw that at Iowa a bunch. Here, you've got to do it 100 percent of the time, or you could look stupid if you don't. 
 
"I think he's going to be a Pro Bowl player. I've coached Pro Bowl centers in my time. It's a process. His movement skills are probably 
as good as you'll ever find. We can pull him, get him out on the perimeter if we need to. We can slip him through and chase down 
linebackers. His movement skills are off the charts. Now he's just got to learn how to play against the big hogs inside." 
 
Logan knows his brother as well as anyone. He can't wait to watch Linderbaum do what he's done before – handle bigger guys. 
 
"He won't come out and say it, but deep down he knows inside that he can play with anybody," Logan said. "He played in the Big 10. 
He played for Iowa, a great college program. He's ready for this." 
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Among Ravens’ Unsung Heroes, TE Josh Oliver Was Perhaps  
The Least Sung 
 
BALTIMORE SUN | NOV. 24, 2022 | CHILDS WALKER  
 
Out of kindness, we might say he was not guaranteed a job when the Ravens arrived for training camp in late July. In truth, Josh Oliver 
was not even part of conversations forecasting the last few players to make the team’s 53-man roster. 
 
“No one was talking about him; you guys hadn’t talked about him much, right?” coach John Harbaugh said last week to a gaggle of 
media members. Heads shook in reply. 
 
At tight end, the Ravens had an All-Pro starter in Mark Andrews, a recuperating team pillar in Nick Boyle, two fourth-round picks in 
Charlie Kolar and Isaiah Likely and a hybrid fullback in Patrick Ricard. What work could possibly remain for Oliver, a guy who’d caught 
a dozen NFL passes total since he was a third-round pick in 2019? 
 
Oliver did not see it this way. 
 
“Josh just flat out won a job; he won a roster spot in training camp,” offensive coordinator Greg Roman said. “It was definitely not a sure 
thing, and he just won it. For him to not be on the team for us would have been ridiculous with how he was improving. … He just made 
us put him on the team, and he continues to make us play him.” 
 
Oliver, 25, has transformed himself into one of the key blockers for Roman’s vaunted running attack. He will return to the site of his 
early NFL frustrations when the Ravens face the Jacksonville Jaguars, the team that drafted and then traded him, on Sunday. 
 
“It was tough,” he said of those injury-marred two years. “It helped get me to where I am at this point, but there were definitely some 
obstacles I had to overcome. … I feel like I overcame it and grew from it. You learn not to take anything for granted.” 
 
Any successful NFL team will feature a few heroes no one saw coming. 
 
Safety Geno Stone began the summer on the Ravens’ roster bubble. If the 2020 seventh-round pick was going to make the final 53, it 
would be because of his special teams acumen. No one envisioned him taking snaps away from incumbent starter Chuck Clark, prize 
free-agent addition Marcus Williams or first-round pick Kyle Hamilton. But Williams dislocated his wrist in Week 5, and Stone, with his 
rock-solid knowledge of the defensive playbook, stepped in as a starter on the back end. He has the third-highest coverage grade of 
any safety in the NFL through 11 weeks, according to Pro Football Focus. 
 
When the Ravens signed wide receiver Demarcus Robinson off the Las Vegas’ Raiders’ discarded pile in August, most observers 
thought he would make the team, but only as veteran insurance behind No. 1 wide receiver Rashod Bateman and 2020 third-round pick 
Devin Duvernay. Now that Bateman is out for the season with a foot injury, however, Robinson has become quarterback Lamar 
Jackson’s favorite outside target. He caught all nine passes thrown his way for 128 yards in the Ravens’ Week 11 victory over the 
Carolina Panthers and was the most productive wide receiver in the league, according to Football Outsiders’ DYAR rankings. 
 
Of all these unsung heroes, however, none was less sung than Oliver. 
 
With his chiseled 6-foot-5, 259-pound frame and 4.6-second clocking in the 40-yard dash, he looks the part as much as anyone in the 
Ravens’ locker room. He hails from a remarkable athletic family that includes former NFL defensive back Clarence Oliver and former 
major league starting pitcher Darren Oliver. He broke out as a senior at San Jose State despite facing frequent double teams, and the 
Jaguars envisioned a red-zone monster when they used a high third-round pick to snag him. 
 
But a hamstring injury cost him the first six games of his rookie year, and a broken foot cost him all of the 2020 season. The Jaguars 
were not overflowing with star power at tight end, but they essentially dumped Oliver in March 2021, trading him to the Ravens for a 
conditional seventh-round pick. 
 
In his new home, coaches talked about him more in terms of potential than expected production: What might he add to an offense if he 
harnessed all those physical tools? “It’s just going to come down to … He’s learning, he hasn’t played a lot of football in the NFL, but 
he’s a talented guy,” Harbaugh said at the start of Oliver’s first training camp with the Ravens. He made the roster and played in 14 
games but his nine catches and inconsistent blocking did not add up to a slam-dunk case for remaining on the team in 2022. 
 
“Here’s a guy, [after] three years in the league for various reasons, he hadn’t quite gotten over the hump yet,” Harbaugh said. 
 
Oliver stared his NFL mortality in the face — “It’s always in the back of your head, but you also get urgency from it,” he said — and 
bulldozed over that hump by transforming into a player no one foresaw when he was a draft prospect: a block-first destroyer. 
 
The delight in teammates’ and coaches’ voices as they describe his transformation testifies to Oliver’s embrace of football’s dirtier arts. 
 
“As far as his blocking, it is so much improved from a year ago, probably as much as any player I’ve ever worked with over one year’s 
time,” Roman said. “It’s a credit to him. I definitely think teams that are getting ready to play us around the league, they’re probably … I 
can envision them watching us and looking at him saying, ‘Holy cow, who is this guy?’” 
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Tight ends coach George Godsey gushed after watching Oliver throw his body at New Orleans Saints edge rushers Cam Jordan and 
Marcus Davenport in Week 9: “I think he walks out there breaking the huddle and puts his hand in the dirt. This guy is a physical player 
out there.” 
 
Oliver forced his way into the lineup in the role Boyle used to own. He has played at least 30% of the team’s offensive snaps in every 
game this season, acting as a run blocker on about 62% of those, according to Pro Football Focus. He grades as the sixth-best run 
blocker among all tight ends, per PFF. His seven catches on 12 targets won’t blow your eyes out the back of your head, but that’s not 
what the Ravens are asking of him. 
 
“There was not a lot of talk about Josh Oliver before the season,” Andrews said. “And then you see how good he’s playing, his body, 
just everything he’s doing. Hats off to him; he’s been a big part of this offense, a big part of what we’re doing. It’s play in and play out of 
him just mauling dudes.” 
 
Oliver cited Boyle as his role model for improving as a blocker. “Just watching him every day, seeing him work at his craft, really helped 
me out,” he said. “First and foremost, it starts with attitude. After that, it’s technique and want-to.” 
 
With Oliver, Likely, Boyle and perhaps Kolar (yet to play because of sports hernia surgery) in the mix, Andrews described the Ravens’ 
tight end room as “scary.” 
 
“For [Josh] to earn the playing time he has in that room even says more I think,” Harbaugh said. 
 
“I think in a lot of ways, this season has been what I wanted it to be,” Oliver said. “I’m finally able to be a factor in the way I want to be, 
and I feel like it’s just starting.” 
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Demarcus Robinson Is Thriving In A Larger Role 
BALTIMORERAVENS.COM | NOV. 21, 2022 | CLIFF BROWN 

Demarcus Robinson is playing a bigger role in Baltimore's offense than many expected, and doing it well. 

The 28-year-old wide receiver didn't sign with the Ravens until August after he was released by the Raiders during the preseason. By 
that time, Rashod Bateman and Devin Duvernay were established as the starting wide receivers and it wasn't clear where Robinson 
would fit, or how much he would play. 

Now it's clear where Robinson fits. He's a key weapon in the offense, especially with Bateman (Lisfranc foot surgery) lost for the 
season. Robinson's importance was never more evident than in Week 11 against the Carolina Panthers, when he produced a season-
high nine catches for 128 yards during Baltimore's 13-3 victory. The nine catches were a career-high for Robinson, while the 128 yards 
receiving represented his second-highest career total. 

When given an opportunity, Robinson seized it, and his teammates and coaches recognize his importance. 

"This guy right here [Demarcus Robinson] again came up big, 'D-Rob' making many plays," Head Coach John Harbaugh said after the 
win against Carolina. "I was going to give him a game ball, but he just got the one last week, so we'll have to see. He just played great 
again." 

"He played lights out," Lamar Jackson added. "We've known what he's capable of though; we just have to keep feeding him the ball." 

Based on recent performances, Jackson has no reason to stop feeding Robinson. He had six catches for 64 yards in Baltimore's Week 
8 victory over Tampa Bay, and over the last three games he's gone for 15 catches for 204 yards. 

Duvernay is now drawing more defensive attention, and All-Pro tight end Mark Andrews is always a focal point of the opposition's game 
plan. The Ravens will need production from other targets for their passing game to remain productive, and Robinson has looked more 
than capable of filling that role. He's been most effective on intermediate routes, getting open in man-to-man coverage or finding soft 
spots in zones. Robinson and Jackson connected several times on throws to the sideline against the Panthers. 

Robinson spent six seasons with the Chiefs in one of the NFL's most prolific passing attacks, playing for Head Coach Andy Reid and 
building chemistry with quarterback Patrick Mahomes. Robinson won a Super Bowl with the Chiefs and has used that experience to his 
benefit with the Ravens. He has learned Baltimore's system quickly, becoming a leader in a wide receiver room that features young 
targets like Duvernay, James Proche II and Tylan Wallace. 

"I've been to higher levels, and I'm just trying to get these guys to understand that, which I'm sure they do," Robinson said. "We just talk 
about it a lot. Just to let them know that we're not even halfway to accomplishing our goals, so we just have to keep going harder and 
harder, because we don't have one of our best players (Bateman)." 

Robinson's production against the Panthers helped the Ravens' offensive balance, supporting a running a game that was led by 
another veteran player in Kenyan Drake (10 carries, 46 yards). Drake says it's important for Ravens receivers and running backs to 
make plays in support of Jackson, a unique quarterback who drives the offense as both a runner and thrower. 

"We have a great quarterback, we have a great scheme, we have great playmakers in general," Drake said. "But when they take away 
something, we're going to use that to get somebody else involved, and that's why [Robinson] had a great game, and we're excited 
about him to mature in this offense. You know somebody's number is always going to be called away from the norm in a sense, and I'm 
excited about who's going to continue to step up." 

Against the Panthers, it was Robinson. It wasn't the first time, and he has high expectations for the Ravens (7-3) riding a four-game 
winning streak. 

"The defense plays outstanding almost every week; I think we just need to keep upping our ante on offense so we can meet their 
standard," Robinson said. "Then, I feel like we'll be unstoppable." 
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After Trade To Ravens, Roquan Smith Is Right Where He Wants To Be 
 
THE ATHLETIC | DEC. 14, 2022 | DAN POMPEI 
 
Roquan Smith was everything a Chicago Bears middle linebacker was supposed to be, like Brian Urlacher, Mike Singletary, Dick 
Butkus and Bill George before him, the latest entry in a remarkable lineage from the franchise that invented the position. 
 
He wouldn’t stay there. 
 
Last offseason, after the Bears hired Ryan Poles as their general manager and Matt Eberflus as head coach, Poles called Smith to his 
office. Smith said Poles told him he would build Chicago’s offense around quarterback Justin Fields and defense around Smith. That 
meant giving Smith, the Bears’ record-holder for tackles in a season, a contract that was “top of the market” for off-ball linebackers. 
 
“I took him at his word,” Smith says. “But life happens.” 
 
Around the time of Poles’ first talk with Smith, the Ravens were looking for a middle linebacker. They tried to sign free agent Bobby 
Wagner, but he chose the Rams. They targeted another middle linebacker in the draft but never had a chance to select him. 
 
Baltimore had gotten an up-close look at Smith last season when he racked up 17 tackles as the Ravens barely survived the Bears in 
Chicago in Week 11. In his fourth NFL season, the two-time second-team All-Pro was already one of the most respected defenders in 
the game. 
 
But negotiations with the Bears did not go the way Smith thought they would. After being moved to weakside linebacker in the 
offseason, he stayed away from practice for the first month of training camp and two weeks in, requested to be traded. 
 
“I thought Poles would ship me out, but he told me numerous times, ‘I don’t plan to trade you at all,'” Smith says. “So I was like, ‘I guess 
I won’t be going anywhere.’ He said we’d talk at the end of the season.” 
 
The Ravens were paying attention and on Oct. 28, four days before the NFL trade deadline, Baltimore GM Eric DeCosta called Poles. 
Was he interested in trading Smith? 
 
The Bears were coming off a 33-14 road upset of the Patriots in which Smith had 12 tackles, a sack, an interception and a pass 
defensed in front of a national Monday night audience. 
 
Poles, unsure if the Bears could contend at 3-4, told DeCosta to call him back after the Bears played the Cowboys the following 
Sunday. After the Bears got smoked 49-29, it became clear Chicago was going to be more like the team that was trounced in Dallas 
than the one that rose up in New England. 
 
DeCosta reached out again and found a more receptive Poles. The Ravens were up against the salary cap, and Decosta wanted to 
know if the Bears would pay most of Smith’s salary. They would, agreeing to a deal in which Chicago would pay $4.8 million of Smith’s 
$5.4 million 2022 salary in exchange for Baltimore’s 2023 second-round pick and a fifth-round pick previously acquired from New 
England, as well as linebacker A.J. Klein. 
 
Just like that, Roquan Smith was going to Baltimore. 
 
But really, he was headed into the great wide open. 
 
Now Smith wants to go to Glendale, Ariz. It’s where the Super Bowl is this year. 
 
It’s his first goal, and he believes the Ravens can get there now that he’s in Baltimore. During Smith’s time in Chicago, the Bears went 
37-36. Over the same period, the Ravens went 48-25. This year, Baltimore (9-4) has won six of its last seven, leads the AFC North and 
would have the third seed in the AFC playoffs if the season ended today. 
 
Smith relished his days and nights in Chicago, but his new city already feels like home. He has visited the National Aquarium and Little 
Italy, and has had his share of crab cakes from Jimmy’s Famous Seafood. 
His teammates were thrilled to welcome him, and where there is acceptance, there is banter. At practice, cornerback Damarion “Pepe” 
Williams calls Smith “Roquisha.” Smith fires back by calling Williams “Pee-pee” — with a smile, of course. 
 
The warmth in Smith’s smile belies the coldness in his tackles. He hits like he’s never had a friend. 
 
He had another name at Macon County High School in Montezuma, Ga. — “The Montezuma Missile.” He still looks like a missile 
sometimes, rocketing into the backfield to make a tackle. Since he came into the league Smith has 51 tackles for a loss, the most 
among middle linebackers and second most among off-the-ball linebackers. 
 
Smith’s coaches said he had their scheme down in three days, before his first game with his new team, a 27-13 win over New Orleans 
in which Smith played 76 percent of the defensive snaps. This was Smith’s fifth system in the NFL, and the way he sees it, concepts 
don’t change, only terminology does. Mel Tucker, his defensive coordinator at Georgia, called him “Coach Smith.” 
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In DeCosta’s estimation, Smith could be a “force multiplier” in the same way cornerback Marcus Peters was when he was acquired via 
midseason trade from the Rams in 2019. Smith recognizes offensive tells and keeps teammates alert, setting a standard and playing 
with a transmittable energy. 
 
Since the Ravens acquired Smith, they have allowed an average of 55 rushing yards per game, down from 97.5 before his arrival. 
 
In Baltimore’s victory over Pittsburgh on Sunday, Smith had six tackles, one tackle for loss, a sack that forced Steelers quarterback 
Kenny Pickett out of the game, an interception and two passes defended in what CBS play-by-play man Kevin Harlan dubbed “a Hall of 
Fame day.” 
 
“He’s made us a better defense for a lot of reasons,” Ravens coach John Harbaugh said. “The spot in our defense is really important. 
He’s another level of player. And he’s one of those players who makes everyone around him better.” 
 
The primary beneficiary has been third-year inside linebacker Patrick Queen, whom Harbaugh says has played more freely with Smith 
beside him. 
 
“He makes me go hard,” Queen says. “Knowing how great he is, I don’t want to let him down.” 
 
Smith is a traveler, having already visited South Africa, Spain, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico, Switzerland and Canada. Next up: 
Thailand, Bali, Vietnam and Japan. Smith is trying to persuade Ravens cornerback Marlon Humphrey to accompany him to Southeast 
Asia this offseason, but he will go alone if Humphrey opts out. 
 
Many of Smith’s travels have been without a companion. His purpose is to meet people different from him and understand their 
cultures. And he does. “When he goes places, he doesn’t meet a stranger,” says his aunt Shaquwanda Baker, who also acts as a 
business adviser. 
 
When Smith was in elementary school, Baker and other family members recognized an old soul. He embraced people, integrated and 
asked questions in an unusual way for someone so young. 
 
The most difficult part about leaving the Bears, he says, was saying goodbye to those he encountered daily. “I miss the people around 
the building,” he says. “The support staff, the athletic trainers, the team clinician, cafeteria people, the equipment room with Tony 
Medlin and company, the grounds crew.” 
 
Many of those people will tell you Smith was the most well-liked Bears player inside Halas Hall, always offering a smile and a few 
minutes, even for those ignored by most. 
 
Community work enables him to interact with underprivileged young people, the homeless, veterans and more. He engages in small 
talk in restaurants and stores and with service providers. One of the reasons he is enthusiastic about living in Baltimore is its proximity 
to so many East Coast cities with so many opportunities to branch out. 
 
“He knows how to treat people,” Harbaugh says, noting Smith’s emotional intelligence. “He has a really nice demeanor. But while he’s 
good with people, he’s here to do a job. He’s on a mission. A football mission.” 
 
It helps that Smith spends a lot of time on the job. He’s at the team facility on his days off, and he’s there in the offseason when he’s not 
traveling. Rather than hire his own trainers and specialists, as many players do, Smith works with team employees. 
Smith is the player most likely to round up teammates for dinner. He and Queen connected quickly. During their first days together, they 
went for haircuts and food and hung out at Humphrey’s. Queen asked Smith to request the locker next to his, and Smith rented an 
apartment in the same Inner Harbor building where Queen lives. 
 
There is one more trip Smith is planning in the offseason. He wants to visit Queen in his native Louisiana to fish at Queen’s secret 
spots. 
 
If there’s one other NFL city that might appreciate middle linebacker royalty as much as Chicago, it’s Baltimore. After all, Ray Lewis is 
regarded by some as the greatest player at the position in history. 
 
“The way (Smith) runs across the field reminds me in some ways of a young Ray Lewis,” DeCosta says. He is not saying Smith is the 
equivalent, but he plays faster than someone his size should, like Lewis, and, in the words of Harbaugh, is “massively tough.” Smith 
and Lewis are the only linebackers to have 300 or more tackles with 30 or more for loss over a two-year period, Lewis from 1999 to 
2000 and Smith from 2020-21. 
 
When Smith was a sophomore in college, he met Lewis at a camp in Bradenton, Fla., and they have reconnected a few times since. 
Smith has studied Lewis’ highlights and motivational videos and believes he plays with Lewis-like intensity. 
 
“Ray had that effort throughout,” he says. “I feel I play balls to the wall, like every single play could be my last.” 
 
Smith has known Butkus since he won the Butkus Award in 2017 as the best linebacker in college football. A couple of weeks before 
the trade, the two had dinner at Chicago Cut Steakhouse. Butkus wrote on Twitter that it was a “bummer” to see Smith traded from his 
Bears. 
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Urlacher was “really not happy” about the trade, especially in light of Chicago’s meager return. “(Smith) checks every box, right?” 
Urlacher says. “Athletic, fast, smart, physical. He’s impressive. And I would think his best years are in front of him.” 
 
“I’m trying to have the type of legacy those guys have,” Smith says. “I’ve got a long way to go, but that’s why I play the game. I want to 
be known as one of the best to play in my generation. Dick had his time, Ray had his time, Urlacher in that decade, all those guys. I 
want to take over in my decade.” 
 
Smith, 25, thinks he is the best off-the-ball linebacker in football today, “without a doubt.” And that means he believes he should be the 
highest paid. Indianapolis’ Shaquille Leonard, with an average of $19.7 million, and San Francisco’s Fred Warner, at $19 million, are 
the highest paid now. The Bears, he says, never offered as much as either is making. 
 
Smith has a team of financial advisers but no agent. He says he finds not having a middleman leads to beneficial transparency. The 
absence of an agent also can make negotiations more personal. 
 
Smith and Poles met face-to-face and exchanged a series of emails. He says Poles asked him to accept de-escalators in his contract 
that no player making more than $15 million a year has in his deal. The contract offered also was very backloaded, according to Smith. 
“It was,” he says, “a slap in the face.” 
 
After the trade, Eberflus was asked why Smith was not deemed as valuable to the Bears as Leonard was to the Colts. “We always base 
things on numbers and production,” said Eberflus, who was Leonard’s defensive coordinator in Indianapolis before coming to Chicago. 
“To us, we covet ball production in that position.” 
 
With 13 interceptions and 17 forced fumbles, Leonard had historic big-play production in his first four seasons. Smith has eight career 
interceptions and one forced fumble. 
 
Making big plays is one thing; preventing them is another. And while he acknowledges Leonard is the best in the NFL at punchouts, 
Smith believes he does more things to help a team win. Harbaugh says Smith’s value is in preventing chunk plays by being in the right 
place with high-end tackling and coverage ability. 
 
“You don’t want to be one of those guys who is missing a lot of tackles to try to force a takeaway, or getting put on your back trying to 
do that,” Smith says. “Playing that way is high-risk, high-reward. I don’t play the game that way. I play the game to win, and when 
opportunities present themselves, I try to take advantage of them.” 
 
The idea of being a free agent in demand — private jets, presidential suites and Wagyu tomahawks — is alluring. But the Ravens are 
planning to try to sign him before the end of the season. 
Some — especially apostles of analytics — believe money is best spent on players other than middle linebackers. But the Ravens are 
looking for players who can get their defense off the field, wreck game plans and finish games regardless of position. To them, Smith is 
one of those players. 
 
Harbaugh, who has the 25th most wins in NFL history, pushes back at the theory that a middle linebacker isn’t worth what he once was. 
Smith is not the stereotypical old-school middle linebacker who runs as if he’s wearing buckets over his cleats. He’s a three-down 
player who makes plays the width of the field. 
 
“The middle of your defense is still the middle of your defense,” Harbaugh says. “You still have to stop the run, and you still have to stop 
the passing game over the middle of the field. A versatile three-down linebacker is a big part of that.” 
 
Besides Harbaugh, many in Baltimore are hoping Smith stays. Smith made it a point to learn the names of as many team employees as 
possible as soon as he became a Raven, and the appreciation flows both ways. 
 
“Let’s see, the cafeteria people, there’s Victoria, Brian, James, Bria, William, Eric and Manny,” he says. “In the equipment room, there’s 
J.T., Tom and Scott. You want me to keep going?” 
 
Smith wants to keep going. And he wants to keep going in Baltimore. Everything he wants is right here. 
 
“I’m happy to be playing the game that I love for an organization that really wanted me that has such a rich tradition for linebackers, and 
in an amazing city,” he says. “It’s hard not to smile when you go through a lot and you still are able to play the game you love. I’m 
joyful.” 
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Ravens Punter Jordan Stout Nudged Sam Koch Into Retirement. Their 
Relationship Couldn’t Be Any Better.  
 
BALTIMORE SUN | SEPT. 8, 2022 | CHILDS WALKER 
 
There’s a story Sam Koch tells about the day when his eyes opened to the depth of knowledge required to be an elite NFL punter. 
 
It was the spring of 2008, and the Ravens had just brought in a new special teams coach, Jerry Rosburg. Koch had been the starting 
punter for two years and a pretty good one, he thought. So this unfamiliar coach asked him to quote his numbers. “That is very 
impressive and remarkable for sucking so bad with fundamentals,” Rosburg told Koch. 
 
This blunt, potentially awkward exchange planted seeds for the Wolfpack, the detail-obsessed, relentlessly excellent unit that would 
include Koch, kicker Justin Tucker and long snapper Morgan Cox. 
 
Now that he’s a Ravens coach, Koch needs only think back to his conversation with Rosburg if he wants to empathize with his pupil and 
successor, Jordan Stout. 
 
Stout has a one-in-10-million leg and breezy confidence to go with it, but like the younger Koch, he showed up in Baltimore thinking he 
knew more about punting, and especially holding for kickers, than he actually did. Like the younger Koch, his mind blew wide-open 
when he understood how much goes into the craft, at least as it’s taught and practiced by the Ravens. 
 
Fortunately for Stout, he can turn to the older Koch as a daily guide. 
 
It’s a highly unusual relationship by the NFL’s cutthroat standards: the 40-year-old who thought he was going to be the Ravens’ punter 
this year not only stepped aside gladly, he immediately became counselor to the 24-year-old who nudged him into retirement. 
 
As Koch strode into the lobby of the Ravens’ training facility to chat on a recent morning, his taut physique and iron handshake still 
suggested an athlete in his prime, a notion backed up by the smart-bomb punts he occasionally drops during practice drills. But he 
described the radiating joy he feels in his new life, with less professional stress, more time for his family and the chance to pass 
decades of accumulated wisdom to a new-generation punter whom he likes and respects. Koch played in more games as a Raven than 
anyone in the 26-year history of the franchise, and no one would have blamed him for resenting Stout’s arrival. 
 
“Not at all,” he said. “I was down at my son’s camp. They gave me a call. And I’m like, ‘Perfect, I’m done with football.’ I’m more happy 
now than I ever was playing football.” 
 
Stout was nervous about his first communication with Koch because he assumed they would compete for the job, much as Tucker and 
Billy Cundiff dueled to be the Ravens’ kicker in the summer of 2012. Instead, Koch’s initial text message could not have been friendlier. 
 
“The attitude he’s had toward me has just been unbelievable,” Stout said. “He’s never once been negative. He never brings himself up, 
never compares us.” 
 
Instead of rivals, they would become partners, Stout learning the diligent routine necessary to thrive in the NFL’s most rigorous kicking 
unit and Koch learning to teach. 
 
No one has a more intimate view of their dynamic than Tucker, and he said Koch’s worth as a coach was apparent from Day 1: “To 
have that experience from the inside out, now he’s able to take the 10,000-foot view and apply all of that to what we’re doing now. The 
value that Sam has added to our operation has been … it’s immeasurable.” 
 
Like most who excel at the position, Stout did not grow up knowing punting would be his destiny. He was a youth soccer star in 
Abingdon, Virginia, with dreams of becoming the next David Beckham. A coach with international experience told Stout’s parents he 
had never seen a 12-year-old strike a soccer ball so cleanly. He did not give football much thought until the quarterback at Honaker 
High stopped by soccer practice one afternoon in search of kicking candidates. The upperclassman asked Stout to attempt a 40-yard 
field goal. When he pounded the ball through the uprights, a new athletic path opened. Not only did he kick and punt for the school 
team, he and his dad, Rodney, made an eight-hour round trip to Charlottesville almost every Sunday so he could train with a specialist 
named Jimmy Howell. 
 
This spoke to the seriousness of Stout’s goals. Even then, he thought in terms of college scholarships and a professional future. 
 
“I remember in seventh grade, they were having prom, and I gave him the choice: ‘You have a soccer tournament this weekend or you 
can go to prom,’” Rodney Stout recalled. “But he always chose to go play. He would say, ‘I’d like to go to prom, but I have to go train.’” 
 
“It’s all I ever thought about,” Stout said. “If I didn’t have that mindset, I wouldn’t make it.” 
 
His belief was so strong that it led to friction at Virginia Tech, where he started his college career as a walk-on, with his mother working 
three jobs to help pay his tuition. 
 
“My goal is to play in the NFL, and I’m not going to do that if I’m not starting,” he told a coach at the start of his sophomore year. Don’t 
worry about the pros, the guy responded. “So I transferred,” Stout recalled, laughing. 
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He joined a talent-laden kicking unit at Penn State, eventually winning both the kicker and punter jobs and rewriting the program’s 
punting records. When Ravens kicking coach Randy Brown scouted Stout, his mind flashed back almost two decades to a workout he 
conducted at the University of Nebraska with a guy named Sam Koch. 
 
“For me, when you find a punter, you hear a punter,” Brown said, referring to the satisfying thud made when connecting with a football. 
It didn’t matter that Stout had the flowing mane of a surfing champion rather than Koch’s closely shaved pate; he delivered the goods 
where it mattered. 
 
But if the Ravens were going to draft Koch’s replacement, Brown had to be convinced of more than the thump in Stout’s leg. He talked 
with him again and again, spoke to his parents. He needed to know Stout would fit into the collegial but exacting culture Tucker, Koch 
and long snappers Cox and Nick Moore had created over 10 years together. The newcomer had to be equal parts confident and open 
to blunt coaching. As Brown came to the conclusion Stout was this guy, he kept Koch, whom he considers one of his closest friends, in 
the loop. The incumbent punter was not surprised when the Ravens called Stout’s name in the fourth round of the draft. 
 
Koch only needed to watch a few punts from Stout’s college tape to be convinced of his successor’s skill. 
 
“He brought a lot of the same punting abilities that I did. The way he approached a football and struck a football was very similar,” Koch 
said. “He had a great foundation.” 
 
Now, the former punter had to figure out how to be a coach. Koch doesn’t like leaving anything to chance. Whether it’s mowing the lawn 
at his home in Carroll County, playing cornhole in the Ravens’ locker room or delivering a retirement speech, he must prepare to do the 
thing well. He wanted to mix that brutal honesty he learned from Rosburg with the encouraging tone he had adopted while coaching his 
kids. He’s still calculating when to interject and when to give Stout room to find a solution independently. 
 
The pupil feels his teacher has judged this dance well: “I feel like it would be hard to just pick up coaching after you’ve been playing 16 
years, but it’s seamless for him. … Let’s say I make a mistake, or I consistently make a mistake that he wouldn’t have made, he never 
once says, ‘Oh, well, if I was out there, I would be doing this.’ He’s always like, ‘Hey, Jordan, this is what you did; let’s fix it next time.’ 
He’s not trying to turn me into him, which is unbelievable.” 
 
With the regular season looming, all parties seem convinced they have found the ideal working arrangement. 
 
“I never stood on that field at Heinz Field, when the wind was just ridiculous in Pittsburgh,” Brown said when asked what unique 
element Koch brings to coaching Stout. “Sam can communicate with him, ‘Hey, these were the number of pregame punts, this is how I 
feel on second down and third down.’ Jordan having that much information, there is no price tag for that.” 
 
Stout punted brilliantly for much of training camp and the preseason, his balls soaring majestically and then dropping dead a few yards 
from the goal line. Any punt that does not pin his opponent inside the 10-yard line he considers less than ideal. So the 50-yarder he hit 
to trap the Arizona Cardinals on their 3-yard line in the Ravens’ second preseason game was basically his idea of an ice-cream sundae. 
 
Holding for Tucker proved to be more of an adventure. Stout thought he’d worked hard to perfect this more arcane element of the job 
before he arrived in Baltimore (and Brown agrees he was above the typical NFL standard). What does he think now? 
 
“I was not good at holding,” he said, laughing again. “I went back and watched film and god I was bad. I kept missing the spot.” 
 
Tucker is often called the greatest kicker in league history, but he has said repeatedly that he could not have set his standard without 
Koch placing the ball exactly as he wanted it on attempt after attempt, no matter the field or weather conditions. Rosburg has called 
Koch the greatest holder in NFL history. In other words, there’s real pressure on Stout not to derail this exquisite machine. 
 
“You’re expected to be perfect every time,” he said. “Receivers drop the ball, but if a holder drops the ball, the world is going to end.” 
 
He already sounds like Tucker, describing how he has to set that big picture aside and break the craft down to its component parts, 
each repeatable in any context. 
 
“You just do your job,” Stout said, “and you know he’s going to make that kick.”  
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How Justin Tucker Became The Greatest Kicker In N.F.L. History  
 
THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE | AUG. 31, 2022 | WIL S. HYLTON 

Justin Tucker felt off. It was Sept. 26, 2021, and he was standing on the turf at Ford Field in Detroit for the third game of his 10th season as a 
place-kicker for the Baltimore Ravens. The game was almost over, and the Ravens had all but lost. Unless, with three seconds left on the clock, 
Tucker could boot the ball through the yellow uprights 66 yards downfield — a longer field goal than anyone had ever kicked in the N.F.L. 
 
The distance wasn’t a problem for Tucker. Or anyway, it shouldn’t have been. Tucker had kicked hundreds of balls farther than 66 yards. On 
game days, he began his warm-up by testing the strength of his leg in a series of increasingly long kicks. He never knew how far he could make 
it. Some days, he would blast it through from 75 yards. Others, he couldn’t break 70. But 66 was not, for Tucker, a lot of yards. “Typically, from 
65, I’m able to get it there,” he says. 
 
Except this wasn’t a typical day. All through warm-ups, Tucker had been struggling for distance. One by one, every kick fell short of 65 yards. “I 
just didn’t feel quite right from the moment I got out on the field,” he says. “So when we’re looking at a 66-yard field goal, I knew I was going to 
have to just find something a little bit extra.” 
 
As Tucker jogged onto the field, he saw his snapper, Nick Moore, setting up at the line of scrimmage. His holder, Sam Koch, was seven yards 
back, where he would pin the ball for the kick. Tucker and Koch had been working together for a decade. They spoke a common language, but 
there was little to say now. Each knew that Tucker was having a weak day, and neither felt confident. They crouched briefly on the field, and 
Koch put a loose piece of turf back in place, then Tucker hopped on it with both feet to make sure the spot was flat. He tapped a toe to indicate 
exactly where he wanted the ball, then he started pacing away to prepare for the kick. 
 
Tucker knew he couldn’t rely on his usual field-goal technique. He and Koch had spent years practicing it to millimetric precision, but if it wasn’t 
going the distance in warm-up, he couldn’t risk it with the game on the line. To gain more power, he would have to make changes. He decided 
to make several. He would set up in a new position, jog to the ball at a different cadence and rotate his hip so far through the swing that he 
would have to land on the wrong foot. Tucker had no idea whether it would work, but he knew it was the best chance to win the game. 
 
He picked a new starting point and took a deep breath. Then he nodded for the snap and bolted forward, reaching the ball just as Koch pinned 
it to the ground. Tucker planted his left foot by the ball and bent his knee, leaning hard to the left as his right leg swooped down and his foot 
walloped the ball with everything he had. 
 
Usually, Tucker knew at the moment of impact whether a kick was good. This time, it was anyone’s guess. He watched along with the rest of 
the crowd as the ball soared downfield, dropping quickly as it approached the end zone. Then he saw it smack into the crossbar and shoot 
vertically into the air. Tucker heard the boink, but it was impossible to tell from midfield whether the ball had bounced back toward him or 
forward through the goal posts. Then he spotted a firefighter who worked for the Ravens standing at the end of the field. “I saw Avon go like 
this,” Tucker says, raising his arms to signal a good kick, “and it all kind of came together — first, like, ‘Holy [expletive], we won!’ and then, ‘We 
broke the record!’” 
 
Tucker streaked down the field as the stadium roared. His teammates hoisted him into the air, and broadcasters bellowed in disbelief. “Did that 
just happen?” the announcer Adam Archuleta cried on CBS. “I’ve never seen anything like it!” The kick would be played and replayed endlessly 
on sports channels and social media, with pundits declaring it “a thing of destiny” and “one of the greatest plays in N.F.L. history.” By the end of 
the season, it was still reverberating in recaps and highlight reels, and in February, the N.F.L. declared it the “Best Moment of the Year.” But in 
all the hype and celebration, something curious stood out: Almost no one seemed to realize that Tucker had changed his kick. 
 
You can pretty much always start an argument by declaring someone the greatest of all time, but the case for Tucker is becoming hard to 
dispute. One week after his 66-yard boink set the distance record, he broke another by making his 300th field goal in fewer games than anyone 
in history. Tucker also holds the N.F.L. record for accuracy. Since his rookie year in 2012, he has made 91.1 percent of his field-goal attempts, 
and over the past decade, he has scored an average of 136 points per year — which is more than any other player, in any position, ever. When 
the Ravens announced last month that Tucker’s contract would be extended through 2027, precisely no one was surprised that his $24 million 
deal was the largest ever given to a kicker. 
 
Even so, like any kicker, Tucker occupies an awkward position. Kicking is the most consequential and least understood aspect of the sport. 
Place-kickers often lead their teams in scoring — 49 of the 50 highest-scoring players in history have been kickers — and they tend to be called 
to the field in their teams’ most critical moments: trailing by a point or two, with seconds left on the clock and miles of green to go. Every fan in 
every city can remember some harrowing game when all was lost until their place-kicker trotted out. Yet even the most ardent fan rarely knows 
much about kicking itself. Something peculiar happens at the sports bar when a place-kicker takes the field: All the granular nit-picking and 
arcane hairsplitting over the performance of other players will suddenly dissolve in a childlike hush of please God let him make it. 
 
Partly, that’s because a kick happens so fast. Even on a 70-inch screen in slo-mo, the kicker is little more than a blur. But mostly, it’s because 
kicking has nothing in common with the rest of football. Sure, the beginning of a field-goal attempt resembles a normal play: Each team gathers 
at the line of scrimmage to lunge forward at the snap. But the crush of bodies almost never affects the kick itself. By the time the first lineman 
wraps a meaty paw around another, the ball is already sailing to the holder, and in the space of 1.3 seconds, it’s hurtling toward the uprights. 
For the kicker, those 1.3 seconds may as well be another game. Unlike a quarterback — reading the coverage, searching for targets, 
scrambling to avoid a Watt brother — the place-kicker has nothing to gain by watching the field. His job is not to anticipate the opposition or 
back up his teammates. It is to enter a kind of trance, as if he were the last man on earth, and perform a complex choreography of his own. 
 
The details of that choreography are specific to his body. He has spent the bulk of his adult life searching for ways to improve them: adjusting 
his angle of approach to the ball, tinkering with the timing of each step, perfecting the orientation of his plant foot and making fractional changes 
to the arc and trajectory of his swing. He has considered the effect of a three-degree increase in the rotation of his hip on the backswing. He 
has trained the joints of his leg to move in opposite directions simultaneously, so his thigh can begin its advance toward the ball while his knee 
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is still drawing back. He has carefully calibrated the sequence of his proximal-to-distal movements to exploit the kinematic potential of his own 
proportions. 
 
None of this is unique to the football kicker. The biomechanical exactitude would be familiar to a dancer or figure skater, and the incongruous 
interlude of a field goal has echoes in other sports — like a penalty kick in soccer or a free throw in basketball. What’s odd is how little a field 
goal has in common with football. Penalty kicks and free throws, after all, highlight a fundamental skill of their game. A field goal flips the 
fundamentals of football on their head. It interrupts a throwing game to let everything ride on a kick. It replaces the elegance of a spiral pass 
with tumbling, end-over-end rotation. It turns the spectacle of 22 bodies competing in coordinated combat into an extraneous sideshow for one 
player’s solitary performance. That is to say, what’s remarkable is not only the kick itself but that it happens in the middle of a football game, 
with the outcome on the line and 17 million people watching in terrified anticipation — most of whom have no idea what the kicker is actually 
doing. 
 
Growing up in the Westlake suburbs of Austin, Texas, Tucker lived on a cul-de-sac at the bottom of a hill teeming with kids his age. On any 
given afternoon, they might race through the streets on bikes and scooters or throw together an impromptu ballgame on the massive lawn 
across the street. Even then, Tucker was consumed by an almost cartoonish need to win. That was clear from the age of 4, when his parents 
enrolled him in a youth soccer league. “I remember losing a game and just crying my eyes out — being so pissed off, and mad, and upset, and 
sad and devastated,” he says. “And I remember my mom and dad both having to console me, like: ‘Hey, man, it’s just a game! You guys are 4, 
it’s OK!’” 
 
But Tucker’s intensity kept growing. At 10, he was accepted by a competitive club team and began traveling for games. “I remember making the 
team and realizing, Man, these other kids are pretty good,” he says, “but I want to be the best!” Tucker practiced constantly. He was forever 
dribbling a ball through the house, battering the baseboards and smudging the walls as he raced from room to room. By the time he entered 
middle school, his obsessive focus was developing a sharp edge. “I was probably a jerk,” Tucker says, “chewing other kids out for lack of effort. 
There were two or three of us who really wanted to win, but I was the one who vocalized it — and not in the most positive way. I’d be crushing 
other kids, and then their parents would be like, to my parents, ‘Hey, you need to get that under control!’” 
 
As Tucker recalls this, he is neither self-conscious nor especially regretful. “I’m wired a certain way,” he says. But Tucker also went through a 
deeply traumatic experience that may have accelerated his ferocious drive in those years. One day in fifth grade, a teacher gathered his class 
to break the news that one of their classmates had been in a tragic accident. He was traveling with his mother and sister on a small plane that 
his stepfather was piloting. There were complications in landing, the teacher explained, and no one survived. Tucker burst into tears. The 
student was his best friend. He left the room and was followed by a teacher, who tried to comfort him until his mother arrived. 
 
Looking back, Tucker says he was lucky to be surrounded by family and friends. “I could always talk to somebody,” he says. “I could talk to my 
parents, I could talk to my sisters, I could talk to my teachers.” But mostly, he didn’t. “A lot of the processing I did at that point in time was on my 
own,” he says. “It was, you know. ...” His voice trails off. “I think I’ll just leave it at that.” 
 
At least two changes in Tucker’s life seemed to emerge from the loss of his friend. One was his longtime fantasy of becoming a pilot. His 
mother’s father was an Air Force veteran who flew missions over Vietnam, and Tucker had been fascinated by his stories, and by aircraft in 
general, since the age of 7. There was a framed poster above his bed showing the cockpit of a 737, but the dream of flight would fade. The 
tragedy also gave Tucker a heightened sense of urgency. He was acutely, if prematurely, aware that life is fleeting and more determined than 
ever to make his own exceptional. “To have an existential crisis at 11 years old — and not now, at 32 — is kind of strange and serendipitous,” 
he says. 
 
If Tucker’s amplified intensity was alien to his soccer teammates, it was the prevailing spirit of Texas football. Although he joined his first team 
at the comparatively doddering age of 13, he instantly felt at home in the punishing fraternal culture. “I loved how guys would be yelling at each 
other, and pissed off and fired up and excited and pumped, all at the same time,” he says. By the end of his first season, in eighth grade, 
Tucker was playing half a dozen positions — including kicker, at which he thrived. 
 
Tucker’s local high school, Westlake, happened to be one of the country’s premier football programs and a breeding ground for N.F.L. stars, 
including Drew Brees. Tucker made the varsity team in his sophomore year, playing alongside future pros like the quarterback Nick Foles, the 
tight end Kyle Adams and the linebacker Bryce Hager. Even so, Tucker stood out. By the fall of his junior year, he was being scouted by 
colleges, and in February, he accepted a scholarship to kick for the University of Texas. But Tucker couldn’t bear to wait through another year 
of high school, so he spent the summer taking classes at Austin Community College, earning enough credits to graduate a semester early and 
become a Longhorn in January. “I was like, I’m going to get there as quickly as I can,” he says. “The more I can do before the football season 
starts, the better chance I have to play on Week 1.” 
 
Tucker didn’t just play on Week 1. He was on the field for every game over the next four years. As a freshman, he kicked off 94 times, for an 
average distance of 64.5 yards. As a sophomore, he kicked off 99 times, averaging 62.3 yards, and he completed 43 punts with an average 
distance of more than 40 yards. Tucker finally got the chance to kick field goals as a junior, making 23 of 27 attempts. By the time he smacked 
a game-winning field goal against the team’s bitter rival, Texas A&M, in his senior year, it was starting to look as if a pro career was more likely 
than not. In early 2012, he declared for the N.F.L. draft and posted a video clip online that showed him making 10 consecutive field goals from 
multiple points on the field. At the end, he walked by the camera, saying only, “Pick me.” 
 
A few days before the draft, Tucker received a visit from Jerry Rosburg, the special-teams coordinator for the Ravens, who took him to 
breakfast and watched him practice for nearly an hour. By the time Rosburg left, it was clear that he was impressed, and Tucker knew that the 
team’s kicker, Billy Cundiff, was coming off a weak year. He had missed an easy field goal in the final seconds of the A.F.C. championship 
game, bringing the Ravens’ 2011 season to a sudden and bitter end. But Tucker also knew the odds of being drafted as a place-kicker were 
long. Only one had been selected the previous year, and none the year before. 
 
In the last week of April, he watched the agonizing ordeal of player selection. It was a good year for kickers: four were selected. Justin Tucker 
wasn’t one. 
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A field-goal attempt can be broken down into about half a dozen parts. There’s the setup, when a kicker paces from the ball to a starting 
position a few yards back. There’s the approach, as he jogs toward it in two or three accelerating steps. There’s the plant, when he lands his 
nonkicking foot a few inches from the ball, and the backswing, when he draws his leg back with a bend at the knee before unloading into the 
kick. Finally, there’s the follow-through, as his foot continues past the ball. Each of these movements has its own set of customs and 
conventions, but none are obligatory, and most kicking coaches encourage players to experiment on their own. 
 
That’s because anybody who’s serious about kicking knows that nobody knows that much. At a basic geometric level, the shape of a football is 
weird. It can be formally described as a “prolate spheroid,” which is another way of saying that it looks like a regular ball getting sucked into a 
vacuum hose. Scientists have been studying the aerodynamics of spherical objects for centuries, but experiments on the American football are 
comparatively rare, and the scientific literature on tumbling footballs is basically a couple of dissertations and a handful of obscure papers. 
 
“The reason not many people have looked into it is because it’s a very hard problem,” says Timothy Gay, a professor of physics at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, whose book “Football Physics” touches on kicking. “The tumbling ball is much tougher to model than a spiral 
pass.” For one thing, by rotating end over end, the ball is constantly changing how much of its surface meets wind resistance. For another, 
rotation itself can affect a ball’s trajectory, which is how baseball pitchers use spin to throw a curveball. But calculating that “Magnus effect” is 
substantially more difficult on a misshapen ball, particularly if it’s not only tumbling but also wobbling side to side. 
 
In the absence of scholarly research, kickers conduct their own. Their focus is not the football, per se, but how subtle changes in a kick affect it. 
The average N.F.L. place-kicker may not be able to tell you exactly how many millimeters below the ball’s centerline is the best place to strike 
for distance, or precisely what angle his foot should be rising from the grass at the moment of impact, but setting aside the numerical values, of 
course he knows. He has made hundreds of kicks with thousands of variations to develop his kicking technique, adjusting dozens of details in 
each part of the process, and dozens more within those — how far away to set up, how quickly to take each step of the approach, how close to 
plant the nonkicking foot, how far back to cock the kicking leg. Once the kicker has found his method, consistency is crucial. The smallest shift 
in one movement will carry into the next, magnifying with each step until things go literally sideways. 
 
All of which is to say that being a place-kicker requires more than power and coordination. Obviously, it helps to have plenty of both, and 
Tucker always has. “He had that type of leg — you could see the leg speed, and how the ball came off his foot like an explosion,” says Doug 
Blevins, a kicking coach who worked with Tucker while he was in high school. But Blevins also trained several other great kickers — including 
Adam Vinatieri, David Akers and Olindo Mare — and what distinguished them was not just physical ability but a strange combination of 
opposing psychological traits. On one hand, a kicker needs extreme confidence. “He wants to be in that situation where it all depends on him,” 
Blevins says. “All great kickers bring a certain amount of arrogance to the table.” And yet to perfect a kick requires an almost inexhaustible 
reserve of humility and patience as they subject themselves to an endless barrage of punctilious criticism and microscopic correction. “If I had 
to point to one thing as most important,” Blevins says, “that’s it.” 
 
Looking back, Tucker understands why he wasn’t selected in the 2012 draft. Although he practiced tirelessly, the university had no dedicated 
kicking coach, and he had reached the limit of what he could teach himself. “I would have been maybe — and this is a big maybe — an 80 
percent kicker in the N.F.L., which simply doesn’t cut it for a team with Super Bowl aspirations,” he says. 
 
But Tucker got another chance. Just minutes after the final pick in the draft, his cellphone rang. It was Jerry Rosburg, the Ravens coach who 
had come to see him work out. Rosburg hadn’t been able to persuade the team’s management to use a draft pick on a kicker, but he invited 
Tucker to attend their rookie camp as an unsigned free agent. If the other coaches saw what Rosburg had seen, there was a chance they 
would sign him. 
 
Tucker flew to Baltimore in May. On his first day, he kicked a 55-yard field goal that got the attention of everyone on the field. At the end of his 
second day, Rosburg called him into a meeting with the team’s kicking consultant, Randy Brown — who spent the next two and a half hours 
playing video of Tucker’s performance and pointing out everything he did wrong. 
 
“His evaluation was essentially that I was not consistent enough in my set up,” Tucker says. “I was at too wide of an angle at the top of my 
stance, and I was taking my steps with only my plant spot in mind — as opposed to giving the spot of the ball equal consideration.” As the 
meeting wound down, Tucker promised to follow Brown’s advice, but privately, it made him nervous to reconstruct his technique in the middle of 
training camp. “I asked them at the end of the meeting for a little grace while I’m trying to figure this out,” he says. “Like, can you guys bear with 
me tomorrow, and don’t get rid of me if the ball’s not coming off my foot exactly how I want it? And they essentially said, ‘Yeah ... but no.’” 
 
The next day Tucker returned to the field with a knot in his stomach, but he set up for his first kick as Brown suggested. “And the first ball 
comes off my foot like a rocket, and then the next one and the next,” he says. “I just felt like I had command over the ball, something every 
kicker chases.” Tucker made every kick that day. Over the next few days, he made kicks like he had only imagined. By the time he returned 
home, he wanted a position with the Ravens more than ever. They were one of the only N.F.L. teams with a designated kicking specialist, and 
he was eager to find out how much more Brown could teach him. For the next two weeks, Tucker waited to hear from the Ravens. He turned 
down offers to practice with two other teams. He knew it was a gamble, but he was determined to kick for Brown. Finally, the call arrived, and 
he was offered a spot on the Ravens’ preseason roster. That would allow him to participate in the four preseason games, but either he or 
Cundiff was likely to be cut when the season began and the roster tightened. Tucker accepted the offer and returned to Baltimore, making six of 
seven field goals that he attempted in those games, including two of 50 yards or more. At the end of the month, the team announced that 
Tucker, not Cundiff, was staying. 
 
Fans in Baltimore were stunned. In The Sun, the columnist Kevin Cowherd insisted that it was a mistake to “go into the new season with a 
rookie kicker,” questioning whether Tucker would be able to perform under pressure. “I have this image in my mind: Ravens vs. Pittsburgh 
Steelers,” he wrote. “National TV audience tuned in. Ravens line up for a field-goal attempt with the game on the line. Welcome to the N.F.L., 
Justin Tucker.” 
 
Tucker would make 90.9 percent of his field-goal attempts that year, including four against the Steelers; one that clinched the divisional round 
of the playoffs in double overtime against the Broncos; and two in the fourth quarter of the Super Bowl, which the Ravens won by three points. 
He also finished the season with a perfect record for extra points — a streak that would continue for the next five seasons, as Tucker rose to 
the top of the league. 
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It’s easy to look back on that rise as if it were preordained, an inevitable result of incomparable but inexplicable talent. In fact, what has 
distinguished Tucker from his first day with the Ravens is a relentless effort to get better. He has kept tinkering with his technique, week after 
week and season after season, as if he were still a rookie gunning for a spot on the team. Most of that tinkering is nearly undetectable. Even 
legendary N.F.L. kickers are sometimes astonished by his consistency. “He’s the most in-rhythm kicker that I’ve ever seen,” says Stephen 
Gostkowski, a former place-kicker for the New England Patriots. “He’s got the muscle memory to do the same thing every time. The guy is just 
absolutely amazing.” 
 
Yet Tucker is also always searching for small ways to drive the ball a hair farther or straighter or more reliably down the middle. In a pinch, he 
will tear down and rebuild parts of his technique entirely. When he finished the 2015 season with a disappointing record on long-distance field 
goals, he stewed and simmered, then immersed himself in footage of Gostkowski, who seemed to be making them all. “Stephen was absolutely 
outperforming me,” he says, “and his style was unique at the time.” 
 
Most kickers try to slow down their leg after striking the ball to avoid being thrown off balance. Some allow their leg to maintain just enough 
speed to lift them slightly off the ground, so their plant foot briefly skims the grass before landing a couple inches forward. Gostkowski took that 
skipping motion to a level approaching satire — after striking the ball, his leg continued forward with such velocity that it launched his body into 
the air, forcing him to hop several feet downfield before he regained balance. 
 
In his warm-up for practice the next day, Tucker attempted his first kick in a half-joking imitation. “Running through the kick, just totally 
exaggerated,” he says. He watched the ball pop off his foot with shocking speed, rocketing toward the uprights and smashing into a camera 
pole positioned directly at the center. He made three more kicks the same way. All three hit the pole. “So the first attempt I had that day with the 
team present was a 64-yarder,” he says, “and I just applied this new technique, the Gostkowski technique, and I don’t think I’d ever hit a ball as 
far in my life.” In the coming season, Tucker would use the skipping technique for every kick, missing just one of 39 field goal attempts to end 
the year at the top of the league, with a field-goal percentage of 97.4 percent. 
 
Tucker has been skipping through his kicks ever since, but more important, so have countless other players at every level of the sport. A 
technique that even Tucker found comically eccentric has, in part through Tucker’s prominence, already become respectable. One kicking 
manual published last year, Eric Piccione’s “The Art of Kicking,” recommended “a Justin Tucker skip-through to ensure you’re getting 
downfield.” 
 
But if Tucker’s tinkering with technique has helped to change the sport, it has also given him a unique range of options on any given play. 
That’s what made his record-setting 66-yard field goal possible — not the innate strength of his leg or the meticulous method that he has 
developed for field goals. On a day when everything felt off and his usual technique wasn’t delivering distance, he could tinker some more and 
cobble together a new kick on the fly. It was, he says, a hybrid approach, with elements that he normally uses for a kickoff. “So I took an extra 
half a step back into my stance, and I took a little crow hop into the ball, and a combination of divine intervention, adrenaline, technique that we 
had practiced for more than a decade, all came together in that moment.” 
 
He said this on a blustery morning at the Ravens Training Facility a few weeks later, gazing through a bank of windows at the howling wind. 
Practice was about to begin, and he was eager to get outside. Tucker insists on testing his leg in all conditions: If the field is slick with ice and 
snow, or the sky is black with driving rain, he will drag his snapper and holder outside to see if they can beat the weather. 
 
Today, as he suited up in the locker room, a scrum of reporters was milling around. They circled from player to player, asking detailed 
questions and nodding intently at the usual insipid answers: ball down the field, 110 percent, one play at a time. Tucker stood by his locker at 
the far end of the room and watched the commotion as he strapped on the last of his gear. Practice would start in less than a minute, but the 
reporters showed no sign of leaving. 
 
Tucker waited a few minutes longer, then pulled out a four-foot length of PVC drain pipe that was stashed by his locker. He raised the end to 
his mouth and, with the embouchure of a trombonist, unleashed a deafening wail. The room fell silent, but only for a moment. When the 
chattering resumed, he blew the makeshift horn again, and then again a few seconds later. Tucker kept blowing the horn until the last reporter 
gave up and shuffled out. Then he returned the pipe to its hideaway and did what he has always done. Tucker got back to work. 
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True Romance: Before Ravens OL Kevin Zeitler Found Viral Fame And 
NFL Success, He Found The Love Of His Life 
 
BALTIMORE SUN | DEC. 29, 2022 | JONAS SHAFFER 
 
Every marriage has its surreal scenes, but two years ago, Sara Zeitler captured one too funny to make up. Her then-1-year-old 
daughter, Kaleia, is in the backyard, running with a cast on her broken right arm. From out of frame comes Sara’s husband, Kevin, 
pulling a weight sled tethered to his shoulders with the casual look of someone out for an afternoon stroll. 
 
Kevin offers Kaleia a low-five. She toddles by him, then looks back — at Kevin? At Sara’s phone? — as if the absurdity of the moment 
has hit her. 
 
“I’m not embarrassed by anything he does at this point,” Sara, laughing, said recently of Kevin, now in his second year as the Ravens’ 
stalwart right guard. She’s used to this by now. “I’m like, ‘That’s him, and it’s working for him. So who am I to change what he’s doing?’” 
 
To know their relationship is to understand Kevin’s football life, how a three-star recruit from Southeast Wisconsin turned into an All-
American, first-round pick and one of the NFL’s best interior linemen. And to know Kevin’s football life is to understand why their 
relationship matters so much to him. 
 
“I’m the luckiest guy in the world,” he said Wednesday, because she’s always been by his side. They’re grateful to have shared a love 
story this deep. Their memories explain why. 
 
Humble origins 
 
The Kevin whom Sara remembers from high school was a very serious Kevin, “100 times” more serious than the no-nonsense Kevin of 
today. When he was 15, he watched the 2005 Bowl Championship Series national title game between Texas and Southern California 
and realized what he wanted to do: Be really good at football. An athletic scholarship was his most likely path to college, so he went 
about finding ways to get one. 
 
Kevin was open to suggestions. When a wrestling coach at Wisconsin Lutheran High School told him the sport would help him with his 
football career, he dropped basketball that day. (He ended up going 32-6 in his first year of wrestling and 43-2 in his second year, 
finishing as the state’s runner-up at heavyweight.) 
 
At school dances, Kevin would ditch his friends on the dance floor and sneak into the weight room, pumping iron in ironed shirts and 
dress pants. “It was so funny,” Sara said. “People would be like, ‘Where’s Kevin?’ ‘Oh, he’s trying to get a real quick lift in during the 
dance because he doesn’t have time for this.’” 
 
By the time he graduated in 2008, Kevin had two state football titles and offers from across the Big Ten Conference. 
 
True romance 
 
Kevin didn’t know whether his future wife even liked him. He and Sara were just friends in high school. They went to the same parties, 
competed on the school’s track and field team together and happened to pick colleges not far from each other — the University of 
Wisconsin for Kevin and Carroll University for Sara. 
 
Sara’s brother went to Wisconsin, too, so she’d see Kevin every once in a while in Madison. As a sophomore, he called her out of the 
blue. “I don’t really know why I called to tell you this,” Sara remembered him saying, but he’d been named the Badgers’ starting right 
guard. Sara told him she’d come to his next home game. 
 
They hung out afterward. She liked spending time with him. She came to the game after that, and the game after that. Sara said she 
was falling “head over heels” for him. For a while, Kevin either couldn’t tell or couldn’t believe it. He’d never had a girlfriend before. A 
group of friends had to intervene on Sara’s behalf. 
 
“They’re like, ‘You need to ask her to be your girlfriend,’” they told him. He did, and they started dating. 
 
Public practice 
 
Sometime late in college, they were in a grocery store together. At least physically. Mentally, Kevin had teleported somewhere else, if 
only briefly. He was practicing pass sets in public. “I was like, ‘What — what are you doing?’” Sara remembered asking him. “Just 
working on my craft,” Kevin said, as if kick-sliding between rows of fruit were a normal thing. 
 
“Oh, all right,” Sara said. “Makes sense.” 
 
So began Kevin’s long, public courtship of confused looks (usually strangers’) and stifled laughs (usually Sara’s). Furniture stores, 
photography studios, Napa Valley wine tunnels — where others might see an opportunity for phone time or a moment of relaxation, 
Kevin has glimpsed opportunities to refine his technique. Almost nowhere is off-limits. Not even a hospital’s labor and delivery room. 
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Before Sara gave birth to their second daughter in July 2021, the mood in their room was relaxed. She was watching Netflix on her iPad 
while a nurse tended to clerical duties nearby. With a moment to himself, Kevin set up in his stance and got in a few pass-blocking 
repetitions, his Jordans sliding across the hardwood floors. Sara recorded the moment and later tweeted out the video. 
 
It went viral; more than 1.6 million people have watched it on Twitter. Teammates chimed in — “He’s ALWAYS pass setting,” fullback 
Patrick Ricard joked — and so did admiring peers. “He’s doing a good job keeping his Inside Foot straight,” former Pro Bowl offensive 
tackle Tra Thomas tweeted. 
 
“I was like, ‘Why is this such a huge thing?’” Sara said. “I get it, because I don’t see other people doing it. But for me, it was just so 
second nature. I’m like, ‘Oh, I’m going to share this with my, like, 200 Twitter followers. They’ll think it’s funny.’ And then he didn’t even 
know I recorded it, and he said to me … ‘What did you do? I didn’t know you recorded that.’ I’m like, ‘I just thought it was funny! 
Because anybody who knows you will think it’s so funny because that’s what you do. That’s who you are.’” 
 
Appetite for success 
 
The night Kevin proposed, Sara knew the question would be popped. He’d sent her a bouquet of flowers and scheduled a spa day for 
her and a friend, then picked her up afterward for a romantic dinner at a restaurant overlooking Lake Michigan. 
 
Sara, too nervous to eat, ordered a steak anyway. Kevin made the most of her discomfort: He ordered a smaller steak for himself, then 
helped himself to her plate once it became clear she had no appetite. (Sara later said yes — not only to his proposal, but also to his 
suggestion that they order pizza.) 
 
Calorically, they were a perfect match. Sara loves to cook, and Kevin loves to eat. One time, not long after they’d started dating, he 
went over to Sara’s house for breakfast. Kevin ate as if the food would otherwise spoil. Sara’s mom made him 10 eggs, six sausage 
links and “a bunch” of bacon, Sara said. 
 
“And he was hungry shortly after that,” she added. “That was one of the beginning ones where it was like, ‘Wow, this is kind of 
impressive.’” 
 
That was just an appetizer for what was to come: regular second dinners; triple-chicken, triple-steak burrito orders at Chipotle; 10 
pounds of food, devoured in a couple of days. With two young girls, Sara joked, not many days pass between trips to the grocery store. 
 
‘All-in’ 
 
Before games, Sara said, Kevin’s “almost unrecognizable.” The closer to kickoff he gets, the more the game demands his attention. His 
answers are short. His shirts are sleeveless. (Though they’re usually sleeveless anyway.) Sara knows that if she waits too long to get 
his attention during warmups, she might not get even a nod of acknowledgment. 
 
“I know when he’s in game mode,” she said. 
 
Because when Kevin commits, he really commits. The challenge has been giving all of himself to all the loves in his life: Sara; his 
daughters, Kaleia and Parker; football. The joy has been in finding ways to make it happen. 
 
Kevin will do resistance training with his kids, dragging them around in delight in backyard workouts. He’ll cozy up with Sara on the 
couch at night while he studies film. He trusts her to handle real estate decisions when they move — the Ravens are his fourth team in 
11 years — and to tell him when she’s set a personal best in strength training. When Sara was pregnant with Kaleia, he stayed up for 
36 hours after playing in a preseason game to be there for her. 
 
Sara marvels at how easily Kevin can “give everything to everybody.” Kevin said he “couldn’t ask for anything better” than Sara’s 
support. 
 
“I think it’s just the art of selling out for what matters most,” he said. “You want to be the best husband in the world? Sell out to be 
whatever that takes. Want to be the best football player? You’ve got to sell out, no matter what. You’ve got to give up other things to get 
better, put in the work every day, even when other people don’t understand. Same thing for your relationship. Like, right now, what can I 
do to make that better? ... There’s no second-guessing when you’re really all-in.” 
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